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Students vaCcinated to fight bio~terrorism
· AD,.\M Rose.HE
STAFF WRI:rER

The Bush adininistration is
bracing for a'bio-terrorist att"ack,
and a clinic here is rec~ting college students to test whether a
new smallpox vaccine might provide an effective defense.

Since the start of the semester, the Orlando Clinical Research
Center has paid $250 apiece to
individuals, inclu~g many UCF
students, who are willing to be
injected with vaccines and submit
to a six-week observation ·period.
Federally funded researchers also
are working with clinics in

Cincinnati and Rochester, N,Y., · exist only iii Jaboratories in
with the go3.l of developing a Atlanta and Moscow. But bio-terstronger vaccine than the 30-year- rorism experts fear that some
nations may have the virus and
old one clirrently in use.
As a result of that vaccine, use it as a biological weapon,
smallpox - ·a once widespread, according to reports in the New
often fatal viral disease - has York Times.
Smallpox last posed a health
largely been eliminated as a health
threat. The virus today is known to threat in the 1960s, when it killed

one out of three people who contracted the virus.
Although an actual_smallpox
threat may not be likely at this
moment, the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
warn that ev~n one ca.Se of small~~EASE SEE Testing ON 4
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Higher·standards
for.student'leaders

oot ta·mout

KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER

Holding student leaders to a higher standard
than ever before, UCF administrators are proposing to boost the 2.3 minimum grade point average
requirement, which those leaders must maintain in
order to seek and hold onto their positions, to a 2.5.
The increase would be the second of its kind in the
past three years.
Three years ago, _the Golden Rule Review .
· Committee raised the GPA requirement from 2.0 to
the current 2.3 mandate.
Students then were relatively unaffected by
the change, said Patricia MacKown, director for the ..
Office of Student Conduct.
"Only three people appealed that setting,'' she
said. "Maybe more were affected, but they decided
not to run [for leadership positions] because
maybe they thought they couldn't."
Last June the Golden RUle Review Committee
recommended raising the ininimum GPA requirement to a 2.5. In addition, student leaders must be
enrolled each semester in courses totaling at least
six credit hows for undergraduates, or five for
graduate students.
The proposed change isn't m~t to punish
those students with lower GP.AS, said MacKo\vn. ·
Nor do grade averages indicate a student's leadership capabilities, she said.
_
The higher GPA requirement is simp1y a safeguard to ensure that students thrive academically
before devoting their time to running campus
organizations or participating in student government.
·
"'If a student's academics are on the line, and
their GPA is at a 2.(}.2.3 leve~ their aetuat being
here at the university.is in jeopardy," she said.
While the new GPA requirement may disqualify many students from seeking leadership roles, as
well as students who already hold them, many faculty and students say the higher standard will be a
service for students who have trouble balancing
academics and activities.
Acad~mics should be ·a priority for all students, especially student leaders, ~aid Laura
Waltrip, director of the Office of Student Activities.
"What we want from our student readers is
.that they qalance their lives," she said.
"Considering a 2.0 is just passing, and .a 2.5 is just
a C ~verage, we can't in good conscience let stu.dents 40 badly in their classes because of leader' ship positions. We would b~ doing a huge disservice
to our students:"
"They won't get a whole lot out of a UCF
degree where they just passed," she said.
Senior Jtilie Staffieri said the higher grade
point average requirement wouldn't ·affect most

Surferlalks.
smaqk, shark
fights back
KRISTA ZILIZI
) .
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STAFF WRITER

Junior - Dylan Seigal was never
afraid of sharks, at ieast not until he
stepped into-the mouth of a five-foot bull·
shark-Saturday on Satellite Beach. The
bull-shark is the ·second most aggressive
shark that lives in United States waters,
accordingto researchers.
The 20-year-old-was surfing with
sophomore Sean Smith in an area of
water swarming·with baitfish in chesthigh water.
"I was telli:Ilg Dylan about all the
shark attacks that were happening that
weekend," Smith said "I told him we
should start paddling in .because of all
the bait fish."
·
"H~ told me, 'If I get bit by a shark, I
get bit by a shark' "
·
Twenty minutes later Seigal did get
,
bit when he jumped off his surf board and
his foot landed in a bull-shark's mouth.
The shark clainped b.iS jaws around
Seigal's entire foot, leaving tiny teeth
marks on top of his foot and chewing a
gash into the inside of his right foot just
_
beneath his big toe.
~igal hobbled onto the beach with
. blood pouring from b:iS foot and asked for
Smith's help. Smith grabbed a towel from
his car and wrapped Seigal's foot in it. .
He took Seigal to the closest police
station, where officers put an impromptu
bandage on the wound and S!llith drove
Seigal to a local hospital
_
"He wasn't ~about it, he was
really tough," Smith said "But I think he
was in shock I don't think anyone thinks
they'll ever get bit by a shark"
Seigaj _was treated at- . Cape
PLEASE SEE

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Junior_Dylan Seigal receiv~d llstitches to close this bite from a bull shark.

· Preventing attacks
• Never swim alone
• Avoid swimming between sandbars ·
• Avoid steep drop-offs and rive[ mouths
•Avoid dirty or turbid waters

'·

• Refrain from excessive splashing
~ Don't swim near people who are fishing
• Avoid spreading blood or human waste
• If a shark is sighted, leave water immediately

Surfer Ol:-16
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Pipes' speech piques protesters
Dr. Daniel Pipes rouses the UCF community
in his lecture on terrorism ..
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1. Bring UCF l.D. to SGA Ticket Center in the Student Union between 9am - . 5pm~

·. 2. Receive voucher with address.
. .
3. When time comes to use voucher call number on vour voucher.
. 4. Present voucher to driver when ·vou get in the car.
.5. Have-aSAFE RIDE home!
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cize the. turn toward Islamism in
the Middle East, he dismissed, by
exclusiop., the history of imperialism and multi-national economics
in the past 200 years, and he trivisors force
alized the importance .of crucial
contentious eyents, such as the
politics
upon them.
creation of Israel and the Islamic
"There
Revolution in Iran."
is a tendenStudents also criticized Pipes
and his speech.
·CY of ram"ije said a lot of things I didming politics
doWn. .students' throats," Pipes n't like," said junior Ryan Browne.
said. "It is not legitimate for "I think he's a close-minded indiinstructors to grade, to .give r~c ·vidual. He has no idea what's
ommendations on the basis of pol- going on in the world. He wants to
itics." The crowd-applauded this make militant Islam the scapepoint.
goat for all the problems in the
Nancy .Stockdale, an assis- wo;rld."
tant professor of Middle Eastern
Senior Alex
D'angeles
History, rejected many of the acknowledg-ed Pipes' s expertise,
points Pipes made.
but said he used it falsely.
"He's obviously well-educat~ "I found [Pip~s· s speech] to
be highly inflammatory regarding ed,'' said D'angeles. "I think he
its characterization of Muslims in distorts a lot of facts and.misleads . 1
the United States, and very histor- people who aren't educated."
ically flawed in his explanation of
. Both Browne and D' angeles
the emerge:ijce of what he termed felt encouraged by the large stu'radical Islam'," Stockdale said.
dent turnout.
"By·making offensive gener. "I was glad to see the people
alizations about professors, call- who showed up and supported
ing them oppressors of free each other,:' said D'angeles.
speech and -bullies of their stu- "They don't want their civil rights
dents, as well as declaring all dis- to go away."
sent
from
the
[Bush]
The students agreed that
Administration's paradigm 'anti- Campus Watch threatens democAm.erican', he is actively stripping racy.
his own credibility, retarding the
"If he claims he's for freedom
freec:Wms we all hold dear, includ- of speech, he needs to open his - ing that most American of tradi- head up and realize how stupid he
tions, dissent from authority:"
is," said Browne. "You can't have
Stockdale also denounced something like Campus Watch, ·
and support freedom ofSpeech."
Pipes's Campus Watch program.
"I think it is an extremely
Said Stockdale: "I \elt that his
frightening attempt to resurrect discussion tried to draw on peoMcCarthyism, the most anti- ple's fears of the unknown, exploit
American movement I can imag- them, and promote further hate
ine," Stockdale said.
without making any kind of effort
"By anonymously attacking to initiate dialogue or historical
the private activities and public understanding o_f the crisis."
works of academics as -'antiShe also dismissed the perAmerican' or 'terrorist', and centages that Pipe~ cited regardundermining the trust relation- ing militant Islam and mosques in
ship between students and their America.
"Pipes is merely spouting off
professors, Pipes and his collabo- ·
rator Martin Krainer are attempt- some statistics to scare , non- ing to silence all dissent from their Muslim Americans about their
vision of the world.
· _neighbors," she said. "This is
"He made no effort to histori- highly dangerous behavior."

·Talk on terror, .· islam draws a crowd
JASON lRSAY

•

protesters

. Students turned out in larg-er
than expected numbers to listen
to author and lecturer Daniel
Pipes speak about terrorism, milltant Islam and Campus Watch, an
organization he recently founded
that criticizes Middle Eastern
studies.
Hundreds of students attended to protest Pipes's appearance.
Many students, particularly
Muslim students, did not think
Pipes; appearance was appropri.ate at UCF, as .his views and
efforts ti.ave angered students
across t.he nation. ~
.
Protesters held signs reading, 'We Are One,'' "Peace Starts
With . You" and "Supporting One
Race Humanity!"
·
Minutes after Pipes began his
speech Tuesday, the Orange
County fife marshal called the
speech to a halt, Citing a fire hazard ·due to the large crowd.
Student
Union
employees
removed the panels in the back of
the Cape Florida ballroom to ereate more-room for what had been
a standing-room-only crowd.
After a five-minute delay,
Pipes resumed his speech about
militant Islam. "[Militant Islam] is
a transformation of Islam .in the
20th century into ·a n ideology,"
Plpes said. "It's an ideology that
sees in the Islamic scriptures an
answer to every problem: It's
decidedly an approach to Islam
that is exceedingly intolerant, not
just to non-Muslims, but fellow
Muslims."
. Throughout his speech,
Pipes,
who
directs
the
Philadelphia-based Middle East
Forum and writes a column for the
New York Post and the
Jerusalem Post, compared milltant Islam to fascism and comm.unis:i;n, the two ideologies that the
United States faced and ultimate-

~y

defeated in the 20th century.
"In short what you have here
is a totautarian mood similar to
fascism and Mantjst Leninism,"
Pipes said. "This was a Muslim
response, primarily first ID. Egypt,
to emulate .the European turn
to~d totalitarianism."
·
Most experts attribute the
rise of militant Islam to one-of two
factors:
economics . and the ·
United States' current foreign policy of support for Israel in the ongoing struggle between Israelis
and Palestinians. Pipes disagreed
- with those theories.
"My explanation for militant
Islam has to do with a sense of
identity," Pipes said. "Islam was,
· in its early centuries, a religion of
success ...In brief, for a rough 600year period, from 600 to 1200, to
be a Muslim was to be on a winningteam. To be a Muslim was to
benefit from God's grace. .
"The cause of militant Islam
is ---a civilization in frustration, a
sense that things have gone
wrong."
. Pipes said tbat the United ·
States' war on terrorism is too
narrow. He said the U.S. must
focus on defeating the causes of
terrorism and outlined what he
thinks the U.S. should do.
~'First [the U.S. should work
toward] the marginalization, the
weakening and destruction o( mil- ·
itant Islam," said Pipes. "The second step must be the strengthening of moderate Islam. To put it in
a nutshell,· I believe that militant
Islam is the problem and moderate Islam is the solution."
"The ultimate battle here is
not between the West and the
Muslim world; it is rather between
those Muslims who want to live
· Islam in a moderate way, and
those who subscribe to militant
Islam," Pipes added.
Pipes' assertions angered
_ some people in the crowd, particularly his statement that 10-15

percent-of Muslims find_militant
Islam attractive.
· During the question-andanswer session that followed his
speech, one student challenged
Pipes to identify the Muslim
groups that he considers terrorist .
sympathizers. Pipes responded
that the · great majority of
American Muslim institutioµs
help create an environment that is
~iendly toward militant Islam, by
apologizing for it, funding it .and
intimidating those who argue
against it.
· ·~ one Musfup_ leader has
put it, 80 percent of the mosques
in this country are in the hands of
extremists," Pipes said. "It's not
just mosques, it's also community
centers, web sites, weeklies,
national religious · institutions,
defense institutions, and the like.
These are militant Islam as well,
and no less dangerous tha.n those
who are actually engaging in it."
Another student asked about
Campus Watch, a project recently
begun by Pipes that calls upon col·1eg-e students to report their profes sors who criticize Isr·aeli
actions or express sympathy for
Muslim causes.
"Mywhole p(>int is the university is an intolerant place, where
there's one point of view being
offered,"
Pipes · said.
"Universities have rightly been
called islands of oppression in a
sea of tolerance."
_
Pipes said he created
Campus Watch because Middle
Eastern studies have failed.
'What we are saying is, there
is a lull in Middle Eastern studies," Pipes said_ "Look at what
the specialists in Middle East
studies at the universities have
said over the past 20· years, and
you find a record of abysmal failure of understanding."
According to Pipes, Campus
Watch serves as a forum for students who feel that their profes-
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Professors ease into retirement with incentives
f

-

DANIELLE DEP ARI .

•

STAFF WRITER

- John. O'Hara has worked as a communieations professor at UOF for 22 years. At
• the age of 65 he's still not r:eady to retire,
but he's almost there.
O'Hara teaches two classes, two days a
week, a lifestyle that works just fine for him,
1'
because he says he's not ready for full-time
retirement. But he's comrirltted "to retiring,
and in two years, O'Hara· will officially
• retire. He's accepted a retirement incentive
he coulcbi1t refuse.
·
Like O'Hara, 87 other UCF professors
will retire Within the next five years tillough
-.- two retirement incentive program.S.
O'Ha,ra is retiring through a phased
retirement program, a plan which gradual-

•
"

•

ly retires teachers over a period of five
years by permitting them to work part-time.
Phased retirement allows instructors fo
teach as little as·two classes per semester,
or four classes one semester and grants a
leave of absence the next semester.
"It is perfect for me because I don:t
have backpacking through Europe to do,"
he said. "This is ideal because I can pursue
family and church, while not having to
· retire cold turkey."
'fhe ·other retirement program avail-able to professors is the deferred retirement option program, a i:~tirement incentive that allows professors to teach full-time
classes through the next five years, while
storing their e~ in a tax-deferred
trust fund.
Professors are eligible for both incen-:.
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tives if they have been members of the
Florida Retirement System for at least six
years and are over the age of 62, or have
belonged to 'the Florida Retirement System
for at least 30 years.
·
At the end of five years, employees who_
are a part of the deferred retirement
receive ~cumulated benefits as well as a
monthly retireme:qt check. · All employees
who are involved in the deferred or phased
retirement must terminate their employment at the end of the five years.
The College of Arts and Sciences, the
larg-est acadelnic µnit on campus, currently
has 18 professors in their last year of the
deferred retirement program.
Mike Meeske, professor of RadioTelevision
and
Interpersonal
Communication, is a m~mber 'of the

deferred retirement program and will retire
in June 2005. He has been ;:i, professor for 34
years, 32 of which he taught at UCF.
_He said he wasn't pressured into an
early retirement plan by the university, but
willingly chose to- enroll ·in the deferred
retirement ·program in order to earn tax.delayed interest that he's eligible for as
member of the Florida .State Retirement
Plan.
"Payment of the accumulated deferred
retirement benefits offered ·a retirement
sum I would not otherwise have," Meeske
said.
_
Meeske said he hasn't made definite
plans after retirement.
"I would like to continue to do some
teaching or administrative work, along with
volunteer work and travel."
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precautionary method
FROM PAGE

1·

pox could prompt a nationwide
program of voluntary vaccinations. Tu prepare, federal officials recently sent an updated
smallpox response plan with
guidelines to all state and loCal
health and medical facilities.
"We .believe if smallpox
occurs we can take care of the
situation. Maybe not quickly, but
we can take care of it," said Bill
'Tuth, epidemiologist for Orange
County.
·
Several hundred people
who. responded to newspaper
advertisements have signed up
to participate in the vaceine trials in the three cities,,. said a
researcher at the Orlando clinic
who asked not to be identified.
People who volunteer fil.e given
a detailed physical exam and a
vaccination shot. They also
must be available to stop by the
clinic a few times during the sixweek observation period and
keep a diary to record any itching or other complications that
arise. .

Drew
Dreznitsky,
a
Valencia Community College
student who enrolled in the
study, said he was told the worst
that might happen to him is that
· he would develop flu-like symptoms.
Dreznitsky was joined by
his girlfriend, Yolan Tanner, a
UCF senior, who said she was
given 40 pa@s of information
before she signed up. The clinic
staff went over every detail of
the procedure with her and the
other participants.
1
We all got injected with different strengths and you don't
know which one you were inject- ·
.ed with until the end," she said.
Although Dreznitsky and
Tanner said they did not have
any problems, they most likely
would not do it again.
"There are better ways to
make money than to be a guinea
pig," Tanller said
T)l.e Orlando rese~cher
said college students have been
targeted to participate because
. they tend to need the money and
·have time during the extended
trial to come · into the clinic
between classes for ob.servation.
Seven staff members of the

local clinic also have voluniarily officers and firefighters received a smallpox vaccination, .should be vaccinated first. In
which allows them to w:ork the event of a wide outbreak,
freely with the participants, said emergency workers who are
the researcher. The local clinic protected would not have to fear
was chosen because it previous- contracting the disease . from ·
ly has worked with the company those who display symptoms,
that is overseeingthis study, and and could go about vaccinating
also because the director felt it the rest of the public.
Indeed, plans for such "prewas his duty after the terrorist
attack" voluntary ·vaccinations
attacks to help.
Among other trials, the are being considered by the
Orlando clinic has participated Bush administration and the
in a yellow fever vaccine study; Centers for Disease Control,
according to the New York ·
Times.
The vapcination shot is not
a full-proof plan to avoid smallpox, but. it does reduce the onethird fatality rate of people who
contract the disease.
The vaccine can cause complications such as encephalitis
and eczema, and a person who .
receives the- vaccine may still
die. For example, encephalitis
can kill or cause permanent
neurological damage.
Health officials said those
people with weak immune systems, pregnant women, children
younger than a year old and
people with skin conditions are
at a greater risk of serious ,side
effects.
The best time for a vaccina-YOlAN TANNER
tion
shot is within the first four
I
.
days of coming into contact with
the virus. Doctors recommend
receiving the vaccine as soon as
48 hours after contact to lessen
apd current1y is testing a new the chances of developing sympvaccine for HIV:
toms.
Jack Pittman, director of
The symptoms for smallpox
Public Health Preparedness - a viral disease that can be
within the ·state Department of spread by inhaling droplets
Health, said Florida 3.Iready has through the air- include a rash
developed a statewide response that is raised .and pink on the
to smallpox or any other bicrter- .skin, fever, fatigue, excessive
rorism alert .
bleeding, severe headaches and
"I think we are ahead of the scabs from the rashes. .
game," he said. "We started
Toth said the government is
preparing in July." '
working to make voluntary vacEventually each Florida cinations availabie as soon as
county will draft its own preci.Se possible and not wait until an
plan, he said.
.
outbreak occtirs.
The federal guidelines,
'We have been working on
meanwhile, provide an overall this longer then 9-11," he said.
assessment of how things will be "Some of us have been training
handled in a major outbreak.
for this for four to five years."
Pre-vaccination for smallEven so, Pittman cautioned
pox seems logical, but ~health against alarm.
officials say that those on the
"It is important to know
front line of defense - such as there are no indications that
nurses, clinieal wo~kers, police this is an imminent threat.''

h ·re are
·· better ways··
to make·
money
than to be
•
a guinea

pig.
.

·GPA requirements- could

exclude potential leaders
~

FROM PAGE

l

student leaders, or the type of
students who want to take · on
leadership positions.
"Every student leader I
know· has above a 3.0," said
Staffieri, a Homecoming director.
"I don't think [a new GPA
requirement] will disqualify a lot
of students who want to hold
leadership positions. Usuany the
students with a 2.3 GPA ate the
people who never get involved in
,,
anything.
But Late Knights coordinator- Hope Wehrle said the new
grade point average mandate

might disqualify 90mpetent stu:..
dent leaders from positions they
deserve.
''.A person's GPA has nothing
to do with being a good leader,
and I've known plenty of students who were ruled out of positions because they didn't have
the GPA. It shouldn't limit their
potential to succeed in school .
organizations and activities."
While grade point averages
aren't an indicator of what kind
of leadership qualities a student
has, ~on Clevenger isn't
opposed to the idea of raising the
minimum requirement. Clevenger serves as a graduate student

advisor for the Office of Student
Activities.
'1\ll our student leaders are
here for' an education," he said.
SB.id Waltrip: "There are so
many opportunities in college, ·
some students want to do them
all - but you can't do every-
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"One of the many parts of
learning is figuring out the balance [between academics and
activities]."
The Golden Rule Re~ew
Committee wiµ hold a public
meeting to discuss student's concerns regm-ding the new requirement later this month.
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Unauthorized ac.cess
. CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

. Kamal Elmouyassar false1y
claimed to be a UCF student
"When UCF police found him in a
controlled-areess computer lab
at 3:01 am. Sept. 2. .
Police arrested _ Elmouyassar, 27, on a felony ch~ of
burgiacy of an oreupied structure after they found him in the
Engineering I building.
While conducting a building
check, Officer James Roberts
. saw Elmouyassar seated in
Room274.
Roberts
noted
that
Elmouyassar did not have boOks.
He thought that was unusual for
students workirigin the lab, so he
asked ~ouyassar for identifi~
cation.
Elmouyassar gave Roberts
a Kan$as driver's license and
told Roberts he was· a student.
When Roberts asked for his student identification, Elmouya8sar
told Roberts he was not a student, but his wife was a student.
When Roberts asked what classes his wife took, Elmouyassar
said .his wife was not a student
. after all
Since Elmouyassar was not
a student and Roberts had to use
a key card to enter the lab,
Roberts asked Elmouyassar how
he· entered the l;milding.
Elmouyassar said he entered
through a door he had ·propped
open with a tra8h can.
· The computer Elmouyassar
used showed he · had accessed
several web sites and was
engagB<l in several oilline chats.

Battistella agreed and Roberts
found a Florida identification card
with Battistella's picture and biographical data ·on it.
After he compared the birth
date on the identification,card with
Battistella's driver's license,
. Roberts found the information did
not match.
The identification card had the
original information erased and a
piece of cellophane tape with
altered information was placed
over ·the original card.

The Helpers of Divine Mercy·
Present:

PIOll.ESS 01 CRISIS ?

Chawla asked to keep- the
license because he had no other
identification. Chawla pulled other
cards from his wallet to search for
another identification, but specifically avoided one pocket of his wallet.
Roberts asked for permission
to search Chawla's wallet and he
foUiid a novelty driver's license
embossed with ''.Alabama" on the
front.
The Alabama license had
Chawla's picture and name, but th~
biographical data was different
than -what appeared on his Florida
license.
The fake identifi~tion had a
nickname for Chawla _as his first
name and Chawla's middle name
as his last name. The social security number had the last two digits
inverted and the date of birth was

That's not a novelty it's a felbny

in the Catholic Church Today
featuring .~

MICHAEL S. ROSE
Author of: "Goodbye! Good Men"
Saturday, October 12, 2002
9:30 AM to 4:30 PM
Topics include: Church Architecture,
Tragedy to Triumph, The Visible Chr~st

UCF police ch~ Rameet
Chawla with felony possession of
an unauthorized driver's license
Sept. 28.
Officer James Roberts stopped
Chawla at 7:02 p.m. for improper
tint on his windshield.
W}len Chawla, 19, gave a bro- . false.
ken and incomplete Florida driver's ·
license to Robert~, Roberts said he
Police Reporter Cathleen Crane can be
would have to seize the license .
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com
because of the bad condition. ·

,jt..

1501 North Alafaya Trail
Orlando, Florida. 32828

- FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIO'N
PLEASE CALL: (407) 282·~784
Free Admission - Open to the Public

GRA·D.U ATION
CELEBRATION
·-

October 16'·· 2002
10:00a.nt..;.4:00p.n1.

What do we have here?
Antonio Battistella received
a felony ch~ for possession of
· an altered Florida identification
card t?ept. 28.
Officer James Roberts
stopped Battistella, 18, at 1: 10
a.m. after he noticed Battistella's
tag lights were out. ·
Roberts smelled a faint odor
of alcohol on Battistella's breath
and asked Battistella if he had
been ctr.inking. Battistella saidhehad a couple of beers at a local

.

.

.

'Located along the UCF Bookstore breezeway.
-·c ap and GoWn Pre-Ordes
· -Annoucement Orders
-Class Rings ·
-Enter to win a free
Cap and Gown
. -.G raduate Studies

bai:
Roberts asked for consent
to search Battistella's- car.

Nearlytwo \
dozen bites .·.
in Florida ~

-Senior Picture by
Bob Knight Photo
-GRE, LSAT, _GMAT Testing In~ormation
-Hotels and Restaurants
-Free stuff!

*Cap, Gown, and Annoucement ·o rders will be ·taken
October 14--i 9·in the UCF Bookstore. -

All these participants_and more!

FROM PAGE 1

Canaveral hospital He received
13 stitches and will remain on
crutches for several weeks.
Seigal said he blaines himself for the incident.
"I jinxed myself, I guess,"
he said. "Sean was actuany the .
one who was scared of the
sharks."
"On the way to the hospital
Sean asked me, 'Do I have to
point out the irony of this?' " he

.,
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CLINIQUE
JIRT(AR\IED.
·-

said.

There have been 22 shark
. bites in Florida this . year.
Satellite Beach, located . in · ·
Brevard-County, had the second
highest number of shark attacks
last year, following Volusia
County
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Are new
vending
machine
prices
nickel and
dime-ing
themselves
to death?

University of

c entral .
Florida

WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU

ANNOUNCING NEW.CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR
GRE, GMAT AND LSAT--T EST PREPARATION.·

GRE Test Preparation Course
. - 8-week Test Review·Course - $350
· , 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.

_

UCF Research Pavilion: October 17 - December _12
4~

week Test Review Course - $250

8 a.m.- noon
UCF Research Pavi'lion: November 2 - November 23

GMAT Test_Preparation Course
8-week Test Review Course - $350
NATALIA ZULUAGA

6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
UCF Research Pavilion: October 16 - December 11

I CFF

The nickel and
the damage done

4- week Test Review Course - $250
8 a.m.- noon
UCF Brevard Campus: October 12 - November 2
UCF Research Pavilion: November 2 - November 23

LSAT Test Preparation Course (Newl)

Students payfor last
year's burglaries ,

more of an inconvenience for students, and will probably deter
students from using them,'" said
sophomore Ashley Eddy. "I~
REBECCA KULCHAK
. it's unfortunate that the actions
of some students c,an cause a disSTAFF WRITER .
turbance for the rest of the
Junior Amanda Twinney school, and it's not re3.ny fair for
stepped up to the vending evecyone to have to pay for what
machine, ready to buy her usual [Delisle] did"
snack before class, but the price
Junior
Rick
Susman
was too high and, she lacked the remembered less expensive
ch~ for it.
times.
''When I first came to UCF
Frustrated with the higher
· prices of the snack food vending the prices on vending machines
machines, she mumbled what a were vecy low, vecy economical,"
rip-off and cop-out the new prices - - said Susman. "It was cool
were and walked away. Another because you could just pull
lost customer. .
money ouf of your couch and gBt
Courtesy of the crimes of like a }wix or something."
. - burgiar Geo~ Delisle, the entire
Susman suggested that the
student body, faculty, and visitors higher prices would hurt the situat UCF must pay an extra Iive ation.
"Now· they're moving up
cents at the snack machines on
campus.
pri~ just because ~me guy had
UCF police arrested Delisle the nerve to break in, that's not
Jan. 31 for 15 rei)orted vending goingto help anything," Susman
machine burg1aries comtted said "It's just going to deter peobetween November 2001 and ple from wanting to buy more
January 2002. Two building food, and it's not going to gBt anyservices employees, Felicita thing' accomplished. It's going to
Rodriguez and Cindy Snyder, make people want to steal more."
caught Delisle in the act ·and
''And frankly, it really
annoys the life out of me. Why
reported him to the police.
"Prices on the candy vend- would they want -to raise the
ing machines had to go up; one prices higher and alienate the
[reason] is the fact that we've customer base?"
had so niany vending machine
At least one student underbreak-ins in the last year.A lot of stood that a moderate increase in
machines had to be replaced ~d prices would result from the burrepaired and a lot of products glaries.
"I cah understand the comwere . lost," said N. Richard
Stallworth, director of business pany's position on it," said junior
services.
Mike Summerlot. He warned
Replacing products and · that a drastic increase in prices
machines made up only part of would hurt sales. "I guess in the
the cost, said John Pittman, asso- end, if the prices are too high, it's
ciate director of business servic-· only going to end up hurting
es.
them if the students don't buy
''.After·all of that, the insur- anything because the amount is
ance went up, so we had to raise too much."
prices to compensate," Pittman
Fbr some students the consaid
·
venience of the vending
"The company lost roughly machines has lost all value.
"Because of th~ increased
thousands of dollars and asked
-to raise the price. They are costs of food on campus I found it
allowed to do this only 0nce a necessary to pack my lunch. It's
ye,ar, so~ obliged"
ju8t too expensive," said junior
Pittrrlan'said repairs on the Chris Rivard.
machines cost between $700 and
Said Rivard: "I don't think
$800 in addition to routine that-because that man stole from
repairs and replacements.
vending machines it should necUCF students expressed essarily raise the price for evecyfrustration with the price one. At the Sa.me time, underincrease.
standably companies have to
"I think the raising of the make money, but they definitely
prices of vending machines is lost one customer."

4-week Test Review Course - $299
6 p.m. to 10 p.m.

UCF Research Pavilion: Nov 12 - Dec 3
To register, visit our website at www.dce.ucf.edu
Or, call (407) 882-0260 for additional information.
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STATEWIDE ·COLLEGIATE SWIMSUIT .CALENDAR

OPEN CASTING CALL
roR FLORIDA's FINEST SWIMSUIT CALENDAR.

.FLORIDA'S ONLV";STATEWIDE COLLEGIATE·
SWIMSUIT CALENDAR. ,:
,,...

i.

--':~

~

Bring a .bathing s_uit under yo~r cl.o thes
.
and a 25-dollar appUcation f~e that
includes a copy of the 2003 calendar, .
a Florida's Finest .T-Shirt and passes
.~
, ··t o our official after. party.
For more info .call (352) 271-7800 or visit
the web at Www,.floridasfinest.biz
'
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www:.norl.dasfinest. biz
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OUR STANCE:

·u

Pipes blows'
a lot of hot air

CF invited Daniel Pipes, a narrowm.inded hypocrite, to speak to students, even though Pipes advocates
censorship of views that contradict
his own.
During his speech Pipes, a strong proponent of Israel and opponent of militant Islam,
cr-iticized 1Jniversities as troubled places for
freedom of speech. He said that he must
bring security with him when he speaks on
campuses because college campuses are
intolerant to outside views, such as his own,
and he needs protection.
In response to the negative perceptions
that people have of him and his views, Pipes
seeks to silence people.
If Pipes would have his way, there would
be no dissenting views on American foreign
policy as it applies to IsraeL
His Campus Watch program wants to
promote only one view of the Arab-Israeli
conflict, wnen clearly there are two sides to
this issue, as is the case with most is'sues.
Campus Watch tries to pressure professors to blindly support Israel by posting the,
names of dissenting professors on its web
. site. Pipes encourages students to report
their professors if ~hey promote pro-Arab

~

~rlf\efk.~ needs to inv~de lf~(f fo
confinwe the w~( Oh <Che~p Oil!

'!Ah, l rlf\e~h thew~( dh Tef(O(...

theories.
Pjpes made one valid point during his
speech, and it was the only thing the crowd
applauded. Pipes said pr.ofessors should not
thrust their views upon students, and should
not evaluate students based on whether or
not students agree with them. He is absolutely right in this respect, yet that does not
mean that professors cannot espouse controversial views, no matter how unpopular.
Silencing such professo rs would indeed
make unive_rsities "troubled places" for freedom of speech, yet this see:rps to be Pipes's
goal. He claims to promote freedom of
speech, yet he does not want free speech 01;1
college campuses:
As they are now, universities remain one
of the last bastions of free speech. They are
places where students learn from and gain
exposure to divergent views on various topics. Diverse campus groups and professors·
allow Etudents to form their own opinions
and think for themselves.
Hopefully UCF will invite a speaker who
contradicts Pipes to come to campus. UCF
needs to-demonstrate to students that it
believes in freedom of speech by presenting
more than one view.

OUR STANCE:

For SGA,the
time is now
W

ith SGA elections this week, stupressure financial aid to speed up the distridents had the opportunity to deterbution process. Student~ have waited too
mine who will have the responsibili- long already.
ty for disfributing their money. As
- Traffic has become a nightma~e at UCF
a new senate fakes shape, the elected senathis semester. While SGA may not have too
tors have several issues at UCF that they
much power to effect change in this arena, it
must address.
should pressure the administration to
The plus-minus grading system is unpopaddress the traffic problem. Perhaps_UCF
ular because it hurts students' grades.
could widen the lanes, or possibly add more
Student government needs to work with the
lanes in certain locations. Perhaps the unifaculty senate to reach a consensus on one
versity should limit the number of parking
consistent gra~ing system. Knowing most
pa~ses it sells, to reduce the number of cars
on campus. Whatever solution the adminisstudents prefer a plus-only system, the sen-·
ate should try to make that system a reality.
trator's decide upon, they .should do something soon.
The senate should confront the adminisHopefully this year's senate will consider
tration about the faculty situation. Tenured
faculty members feel pressure from-the
more non-Greek, public student groups when
it distributes student activity funds that all
administration to retir.e, leaving students
students provide, Greeks and non-Greeks
with more and more adjunct professors.
- While adjuncts are certainly capable·of
alike. R~member that the Greeks make up a
small percentage ofUCF students and many
teaching students well, UCF needs more
more inclusive groups deserve some of the
tenured professors. UCF should invest more
.
iri tenured faculty. Students pay too much to $32,000 they received.
Finally, the senators must remember that
attend this university to learn from anyone ·
they have been elected to serve the students.
less than experienced professors.
The student senate should represent stuT.b.e fiasco involving financial aid this
semester ranks as one of the ·biggest student dents and put an end to the petty gripes and .
gripes. The senate should do all it can to
. backstabbing that have seeped into its
ensure that similar situations do not arise in ranks. _Senators should work for the stuthe future. In the meantime, SGA should
dents, not for themselves.

-·Mr. Myers not sporting his own jam jars
After reading Joey Myers' column "Making
Perhaps Mr. Myers would get a little more
passes at people with glasses." published Oct. 7. "play" if he stuck to his guns rather than trying 2002. Ican't help but comment on how hypocrit- to reinvent himself every time he reads a new
ical it is of him to encourage people to wear their _ study.
· glasses proudly (as he claims to do). bufthen run
a picture of himself without his "jam jars."
-VICTOR DR/66ERS

Rules of the game sexist, inadequate
Ah. thank you Central Florida Future for
yet another tasteful story. Were I speaking to
you now, you would no doubt hear the sarcasm
dripping off my voice. as I aril referring to your
"Rules of the Game" story by Craig Brooks,. published Oct. 7. 2002.
Astory ori· the 'etiquette of exotic dancing?' Wow. -G-String Divas comes home to the
Central Florida area. As I read this story. Icould .
only wonder why or how such sexist material could have been published. Is it an adequate use
of your forum to tout the so-called rules of a lap
dance? I can't help but notice that for a story

generalized to strippers. it only focuses on the
female variety.
Are there no male strippers in the
Orlando area? Has Chippendales gone extinct?
Or is this a veiled attempt to gather additional
advertising revenue? _The most substantial content in that story. after all, was the.list .of places
to practice your newly-learned rul~s. Could you
perhaps be enticing these potential adyertisers
with a bit of free exposure? Hmmm. the world
may never know.
71AQUEUNE CAWLKINS

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Concerned with the way Student Government is spending your money?
Ticked-off by one of The Future's columnists?
LET US KNOW ABOUT IT!

email: ectitor@ucffuture.com

CORRECTION

"Assumpti.ons allow the best i.n l"ife to pass you by."
__..., - JOHN SALES

The article "Speakers will fuel hostilities, Muslims say" by Tiffany Repecki, publishfd
Oct 7 2002 misquoted Omar Dajani. The quote should have read, "I feel that Pipes is a very divisive
and inflammatory person, especially when it comes to Arab Americans and MuslimAmericans."
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Depo-Provera is 99. 7% effective.
Not only is Depo-Provera · 99.7% effective, but

yo~

need

just one shot on _
t ime •very 3 months to stay pregnancy-- .
'

Many women stop having periods altog·e ther pfter a few
month.s and some may experience a slight weight gain·.
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could be pregnant,

, protected. So, unlike the Pill, Depo-Provera isn't your
'.

every day birth control.

if you have had any unexplained periods, or if

ym~

have a

history of breast cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver
Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect you· from

•

'HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases.
Some women u.sing Depo-Provera _experience side

disease. When using Depo-Provera, there may be a
possible decrease in bone density. Ask your health care
professional about prescription Depo-Provera.

effects. The most common ~re irregular periods or spotting .

•

•

•

See what Depo-Provera is all about . .
· -Call t()ll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit Depo-Provera.coM.

· B>irth 60~-t:rof · jou -thif\k ae,ou-t jus1: 14- x a jear.
Please see important product information on adjacent page.
© 2002 Ph'll'macia.Corporation

·
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·Putting an end to the broadcast day
media reports on issues, the young population's views increasingly reflect-the media.
The ways the media chooses to report·issues
A 1999 study found that chjldren spend
and even what the media de.ems newsworthy.
an average of six hours 32 minutes per day
injects bias into the culture.
with media. By the time ·t he aver~e person
Look at how the media has fo<;used on
reach~s age 70, he or she will have spent the
the president's daughters. How many stuequivalent of s~ven t9 ·10 years watching tel~ , dents will actually condemn the girls after 75
vision. Media has a hold over our views, and
were arrested at UCF's last football game for
the right to express yourself, as conceived by · the vezy same crime? However, for two weeks,
our forefathers, has been destroyea.
the Bush girls' arrests were top stories on the
In this day and age of television, radio
news.
and the Internet, it is hard to tell what your .
R.eporters care less and less about
own opinions are, and what you have heard
. upholding the ideal of unbiased stories. It
or seen that has influenced you. People sel- ·
may be easier to inject opinion, but the public
dom realize how often their opinion is
does not watch the news for a reporter's view
of the story.
swayed.
· Take an advertisement in a magazine.
As a solution,-consider-limiting the numFlipping through the pages, students may not
ber of hours spent on the Internet, television
read advertisements. However, the brain will
and radio. Reading, instead of allowing the
store this useless piece Of information. The
information to be spoon fed, can enhance
student will unconsciously regard the item
thinking processes and enable formation of
seen in an advertisement as a better quality ·
opinions.
item.
Pick up a classic, spend time browsing in
Students may not realize that their shopthe library and try reading a newspaper to ·
find .t he news. At least your brai.Il will have
ping habits are also contr-0lled by the media.
This example is onlya small part of the prob- · time to think and process the information.
.lem created by mass media.
Reporters should also work on remaining
As children's exposure to these mediUJil.S
unbiased while covering political and controincrease at young ages, young adults may
versial issues.
find that large parts of their political view
Our iorefathers held one ideal destroyed
were influenced by the media.
by the media. The right to express your opinThroughout the ages,·political vieWpoints
ions still exists. However, as an individual, do
, have been influenced b~ parents and other
you actually have any opinions you can call
family members. Now; as a dominantly liberal . your own?
LAURA STEVENS
STAFF WRITER

ts hard
to tell
what-your own
opinions are, an~ what
you have heard or ·seen _
that has ~.nfluenc~d-yo

WE TRUT UCF. STUDENTS RIGHT! UNIVERSITY MOBIL
· 750·1 University Blvd. .
& University)

(Corner of Goldenrod

14 ·Pt. Service
~p to 5 Qts.

Open Mon·Fri 8·6 • Sat 8·4 ·

Cl .~ [Moblf j [~j

407-677-7988 •

of Oil ·
(Most· Cars-)
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medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension
DEPO-PROVERA'" Contraceptive Injection
(rnedroxypmgesterone acetate injectable suspension, USP)
This product ii> intended to· prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against HIV
infection (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases.
What is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?

~;.:~~~5'i7:cti~~C~~~~li~e~~jb~:cki~/u:~~a~ ~~ e~~t;°~~hn~si( I ~i~e~. T~
continue your contraceptive protection, you must. return for your next injection promptly at the
end of 3 months ( 13 weeks). DEPO-PROVERA contains medroxyprogesterone acetate, a
chemical similar to (but not the same as) the natural hormone progesterone, which is produced
by your ovaries during the second harf of your menstn1al cycle. DEPO-PROVERA acts by
preventing your egg cells from ripening. If an egg is not released from the ovaries during your
menstrual cycle. it cannot become fertilized by sperm and result in pregnancy. DEPO-PROYERA
also causes changes in the lining of your uterus that make it less likely for pregnancy to occur.
How effective is DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
The efficacy ' of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection depends on fo llowing the
recommended dosage schedule exactlx (see "How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA
Contraceptive Injection?"). To m_ake_ sure yolJ are . not pregnant when 1,ou first ~et

~~P~~~~Y~~ acn~~f~~~~1~~ri~rou~~~st~~T~;h~ fi~:J ga~sg~ftee~ chi~~~d~r~~~breast-feeding: and. if exdusively breast-feeding. ONLY at the sixth week after childbirth. It is a
.

·~E~6~P~O~te~~~nt~~!~ti~~!t:cti~~i; o::~~:~:~~~ ~;~non~~n~ ~f~~ee~o~~~~ll~
1

methods of birth control availabl~. ~his means that the average annuaf pregnancy rate is less than
one for every I00 women who Jse_ DEPO-PROVERA. The effectiveness of most contraceptive
methods depends in part on how reliably each woman ·uses the method. The- effectiveness of
DEPO-PROVERA depends onlyo" 11:\e patient returning every 3 months ( 13 weeks) for her next
injection. Yoyr health-care provrder will help you compare DEPO-PROVERA with other
·contraceptive methods and · give you th.e information you need in order to decide which
· contracept ive method is the right choice for you.
The following table shows the percent of women who got pregnant while using different kinds of
contracept ive m~thods. It gives both the lowest expected rate of pregnancy (the rate expected
rn women who use each method exactly as rt should be used) and t he typrcal rate of pregnancy
(which includes women who became rregnant because they forgot to use their l;iirth control or
because they did not follow the directr6ns exactly).
·

Percent of Women Experiencing an Accidental Pregnancy
in the First Year of Continuous Use.

lowest
Method
. Expected
DEPO-PROYERA
0.3
0.2•
Implants (Norplant)
0.2
Female sterilization
.Male sterilization ·
0.1
Oral contraceptive (pill)
Combined
0.\
Progestogen only
o.5
IUD
Progestasert
2.0
Copper T 3BOA
0.8
Condom (without spermicide)
Diaphragm (with spermicide)
Cervical cap
Withdrawal .
Periodic abstinence
1-9
3
Spermicide alone
Vaginal Sponge
used before childbirth
us~d after"ohildbirth
9
No method
BS
- Soun:e: Trussell et al. Obstet Gynecol. 1990:76:558-567.
.
• From N'orplant" package insert

fypical
0.3

0.2*
0.4
0.15

12
18
IB
IB
20
~

21
IB

28
85
•

rf~0a1r~~~~n~~~~~~~'fu~ci-~~v1~. <f~~!~~:T~~eu~~j6~~g~$ROVERA i~ you have

anx of the. following _conditions:
·. • rf you thrnk you mrght be pregnant
• if you have any vaginal bleeding-without a known reason

.

if you have had cancer of the breast
6.0ther Risks
if you have had a stroke '
Women who use hormone-t:l!l!led contraceptives may have an increased risk of blood clots or
if you have or have had blood clots (phlebitis) in your legs
. stroke. Also, if a contraceptive method fails. there is a possibility that the fertilized egg will begin
if you have problems with your liver or liver disease
to develop outside of the uterus (ectopic pregnancy) . . While these events are rare, you should
if you are allergic to DEPO-PROVERA (medroxyprogesterone acetate or any of its other
tell your health-care provider if you have any of the problems listed in the next section. .
.
ir.igredients).
·
·
What symptoms may signal problems while using DEPO-PROVERA
What other things should I consider befor'e using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
·
·
·
•
•
•
•
•

~o~n~c;fv!iv; ~~~:1i 0e~~mination

before your doctor prescribes DEPO-PROVERA. It is

important to tell your health-care provider if you have any of the following:
• a family history of breast cancer ·
• an abnormal mammogram (breast x-ray). fibrocystic: breast disease, breast nodules or lumps, or
bleeding from your nipples
·.
• kidney disease
• irregular or scancy menstrual periods
• high blood pressu~

~~~e

headaches
:
• epilepsy (convulsions or seizures)
• diabetes or a family history of diabetes
• a history of depression
• if you are taking any prescriptio n or over-the-counter medications
This product · 1s intended to prevent pregnancy. It does not protect against
transmission of HIV (AIDS) and other sexually transmitted diseases such as
chlamydia, genital herpes, genital warts, gonorrhea, hepatitis 8, and syphilis.

;?~~i(;_~fl'~~EAA provider immediately if any of these

problems occur_iollowing an injection

• sharp chest pain, coughing up of blood, or sudden shortness of &reath (iris:ficating a possible clot
in the lung)
·'
• sudden severe headache or vomiting. dizziness or fainting, problems with your eyesight or
speech. weakness. or numbness in an arm or leg (indicating a possible _stroke)
• severe pain or S'lyelling in the calf (indicating a possible clot in the leg)
• unusually heavy vaginal bleeding
• severe pain or tenderness in the. lower abdominal area
-

Wh~7i~~\h~np~':slbl~1 ~j~i;ge~!~~nbt~0ep8:PROVERA Contraceptive Injection?
I.Weight Gain

.

':fou may experience a w:eight gain while you are using DEP0-PROVERA. About two thirds of
the women who used-DEPO-PROVERA in clinical trials reported a weight gain of about 5 pounds
during t he first year of use. You may continue to -gain werght after the first year. Women in one
large study who used DEPO-PROVERA for 2 years gained an average total of 8. 1 pounds over
those 2 years. or approximately 4 pounds per year. Women who continued for 4 years gained an
average total bf 13.8 pounds over those 4 years, or approximately 3.5 pounds per year.· Women
who continued for 6 year:s gained an average total of I 6.5 pounds over those 6 years, or
approximately £.75 pounds per year.
.

What if I want to become pregnant after using- DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive
Injection?
,
'
-,
"
2.0ther Side Effeccs
·
.
•
Because DEPO-PROVERAls a long-acting birth control method, it takes some time after your last In a clinical ,study of over 3,900 women who used DEPO-PROVERA for up to 7 years. some
injection for its effect to wear off. Based on the results from a large study done in the United States, women reported the following effects that may or may not have been related to their Use of
for women Who stop using DEPO-PROVERA in order to become pregnant, it is expected that DEPO-PROVERA: Irregular menstrual bleeding. amenorrhea, headache, nervousness, abdominal
about half of those who become pregnant will do so in about I0 months after their last injection; cramps, dizziness. weakness or fatigue. decreased sexual desire, leg cramps. nausea, vaginal
about two thirds of those who be.come pregnant will do so in about 12 months;-about 83% of discharge or i~tion, breast swelling and tenderness, bloating, 5welling of the .hands or feet,
those who become pregnant will do so in about 15 months; and about 93% of those wh9 become backache, depression, rnsomnra, acne, pelvrc parn, no hair growth or excessive harr loss, rash, hot
pregnant will do so in aoout 18 months after their last injection. The length of time you use flashes. and joint pain. Other problems were reported by very few of tbe women in the clinical
DEPO-PROVERA has no effect on how ~ it takes }QIJ to become ~after )'OU stop using it
trials, but some of these could be serious. These include convulsions, jaundice, urinary tract
What are the risks of using DEPO-l>ROVERA Contraceptive Injection? .
infections, allergic reactions, fainting, paralysis. osteoporosis. lack of return to fertility. deep vein
-/.Irregular Menstrual Bleeding
thrombosis, pulmonary embolus, breast cancer, or cervical cancer. If these or-any other problems
The side .effect reported most frequently by; women who use DEPO-PROVERA for occur during your use of DEPO-PROVERA, discuss them with your health-care_provider.
·contraception is a change in their normal menstrual cycle. During the _first year of using Should any precautions be followed during use of DEPO-PROVERA
DEPO-PROVERA, you might have one or more of the following changes: irregular or . Contraceptive Injection? · _
unpredictable bleeding or spotting. an increase or decrease in menstrual bleeding. or no bleeding
I .Missed Periods '
at all. Unusually heavy or continuous bleeding. however. is not a usual effect of DEPO-PRO\(ERA; During the time you are using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception, you may skip a period, or your
and if this happens, you should see your health-care provider right away. Wrth continued use of periods may stop completely. If you have been receiving your DEPO-PROVERA injections
DEPO-PROVERA, bleeding usually decreases. and many women stop having penods complete)y. regularly ·every 3 moriths ( 13 weeks), then you are probably not pregnant. However. if you think
In clinical studies of DEPO-PROVERA. 55% of the women- studied reported no menstrual that you may be pregnant. see your health-care provider.
'
bleeding (amenorrhea) after I xear of use,.and 68% of the women studied reported no mensy-ual 2.Laborotory Test Interactions
bleeding after 2 years of use. The reason that your periods stop is because DEPO-PROVERA If you are scheduled for any laboratory tests, tell your health-care''provider that you are using
causes a resting 5tate _in your ovaries. When your ovaries do not release an egg monthly. the DEPO-PROVERA for contraception Certain blood tests are affected by hormones such as
regular monthly_growth of the lining of your uterus does not occur and, therefore, the bleeding DEPO-PROVERA.
·
.
that comes with your normal mensy-tJation does not take place. When you stop using 3.Drug /nteroctkms
DEPO-PROVERA your menstrual period will usually. in time. return to its normal cycle. Cytadren (aminoglutethimide) is an anticancer drug tha~ may significantly decrease the

G~~~f ~~PO~~O~EAA may be associated with a decrea5e in the amount bf mineral stored i~
your bones. This could increase your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of bone mineral
loss is greatest in the early years of DEPO-PROVERA use, but after that. it begins to resemble the
,
,
_
normal rate of age-related bone mineral loss. . ·

:~~~~;~~~~~EPO-PROVERA if the two drugs are given during the same time.
Although DEPO-PROVERA can be passed to the nursing infant in the breast milk. no harmful
effects have been found in these children. DEPO-PROVERA does not prevent the breasts from
producing milk. so it can be used by nursing mothers. However.· to minimize the amount 'of
3.Cancer
DEPO-PROVERA that is passed to the infant in the first weeks after birth, you should wait until
Studies of women who have used different forms of contraception found that women who used 6 Weeks after childbirth before yeti start using DEPO-PROVERA for contraception.
-DEPO-PROVERA for_contraception had no increased averall risk of developing cancer of the How often do I get my shot of DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptiv~ Injection?
breast. ovary, uterus, cervix, or liver. -However, w9ffien under 35 years of age whose first exposure l}ie recommended _dos~. of DEPO-PROVtRA is 150 mg every 3 months ( 13 weeks) given in a
to DEPO-PROVERA was within the previous 4 to 5 'years may have a slightly increased risk of srngle intramuscular rnjectron rn the buttock or upper arm. To make sure that you are not pregnant
developing breast cancer similar to that seen with oral contraceptives. You should discuss this with at the time of the first injection, it is essential that .=the injection be given ONLY daring the first
your health-care provider.
5 days of a normal menstrual period. lf used following the delive'I'. of a child, the first injection of
4B.eUcnaexuspectee
DEdPOP~gnRaOncyERA
'rs such an effi~--+•- contracent•~ method, the n"sk of accr·denta-1_ DEPO~PRO\IERA MUST be given within 5 days after childbirth rf you are not{Jreast-feeding or
P VE
=..uvc
.-u·6 weeks after childbirth if.you are exclusively breast-feeding. If you wait longer than 3 months
pre~nancy for women who get their shots regularly (every 3 months [13 weeks]) is very low.
( 13 weeks) between injections, or longer than 6 weeks after delivery, your health-care provider
\Nhile there have been reports of an. increased risk of low birth wei&ht il[ld neonatal infant death should determine that you are not pregnant before giving yotJ your injection of DEPO-PROVERA.
or other health problems in infants conceived close to the time of injection, such pregnancies are
,
uncommon. lf _you think you may have become- pregnant while using DEPO-PROVERA for Rx only
CB-7-S
contraception, see your health-care provider as soon as possible.'
SA//ergic Reactions
Some women using DEPO-PROVERA Contraceptive Injection have reported severe and
potentially life-threatening allergic reactions known as anaphylaxi~ and anaphylactoid reactions.
SY,!!1ptoms include the sudden onset of hives or swelling and itching of the skin, breathing
drfficu_lties. and a drop in blood pressi;re.

Pharmacia & Upjohn Company
Kalamazoo, Ml 4900 I, USA

Pharmacia
&Upjohn
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Wants and needs,.
·bargains in between
ATIAR6E

books.-

This collection seemed to
be a living, growing entity
because no matter how many
boxes of stuff I donated or
threw away with each, move, I
alwaysllad just as much to
carry during the next move.
I eventually realized how
much time and energy I investCATHLEEN CRANE
ed buying things, storing
STAFF WRITER
things, replacing things and
moving things.
For many; shopping has
-- Like a noose tightening
evolved from a necessity to a
around my neck, I realized my
hobby, and we measure sue-·
objects of comfort and pride
cess by the quality and quanti- owned me, I didn't 'own them.
ty of our things.
Since that revelation, my
I've learned h9Wever, that
purchasing habits have
we don't' own things, things
chap.ged.
own us.
I actually survived a calenDon't get m~ wrong, I like
dar year without going to a
things.
mall. I kicked my houseware ·
My first major purchase
habit. I donated clothes and
was a stereo from JC Penney. I other things I no longer wore
love music. I loved that stereo. or needed. ·
I loved the freedom to buy
When I get the urge to
what I wanted.
spend today, I try to keep it
I also love housewares. I
productive. ·
never let the fact that I didn't
Instead of buying pairs of
own a house stop me from buy- shoes I don't need, I'll put the
ing dishes, flatware, giasses,
· mo:r;iey toward an actual hobby
sheets and towels. Maybe I
like photography. Instead of
was thinking, "If I buy it, it will random raids on the local mall,
come."
I buy horseback riding lessons.
Whatever the case, the
Th0ugh my couch is on its
only thing missing to furnish
eighth of nine lives, I put tax
my first apartment was a
returns toward vacations. I've
couch.· I had all the portable
reorganized my closet so
necessities bought and stored
everything is in one place.
long ago.
When I'm tempted to buy
_ After I collected the
something similar to what I
basics, I progressed to more
already have, even if it is on
elective purchases. Of course.
sale, I remember what I have
as long as I wasn't plowing the and keep moving.
fields for my food or weaving
Sure, I slip on occasion. If
the fabric for my clothes, the
you ever come over for ice
purchases were all pretty elec- cream, I hope you'll enjoy the
tive.
hand-shaped, blue ceramic
I enthusiastically
bowls as much as I do.
And photography, riding
embraced retail therapy before
and vacations generate needs,
we even had a name for it. A
wants and purchases of their
discount hollild, I wouldn't get
.0111t of bed for less than 30 perown.
So I fight old habits by
cent off. For the 80 percent off
asking questions like, "Is this a
deals and steals, I even had a
mptto: "You can't afford not to
want or a need? Do I already
own anything like it?"
buy!"
"If it weren't 80 percent
By the time I realized I
had wants and needs, and they off, would I still buy it?"
really were two different concepts, I had already assembled
a collection of music, houseColumnist Cathleen Crane can be
reached at ccrane@ucft:uture.com
wares, clothes, shoes and

bt case you flavenl checked yonr eourse c&t.\tltftte lately,
d.rlnld•a Is an elective. H's y.ar choice. An4 rt yn•re lnte 1004
choices. how ai.out tlu~se: u y.u•re a•uter twenty•Olle, lt'$ meoai' te
~ ·.;~ ·
dtl•~ - ros1u11ct Ute law. H yoq'fo •vet tw~t1t·•1t• and- cttoeso to «l"htk,
~·~~ pieasec drink r.esp~uu>llllJ.,Tll•t'll 9et YH through wJtb honon.

...

~
~

WE All MAl<e A 'bl FFERENCf!•

Meet faculty memlters,
aclmlulO...S representatives,
ancl flnanclal alcl aclvlsers,
ancl leam about our programs•
lours wlll begin at 1 :O~ p.m.
ancl wlll lte given at 1 S~mlnute
Intervals. Special lnfonnatlonal
seulons wlll lte scheclulecl.
1:00-2:15

p.m.

• Osteopathic Medicine
•Pharmacy
.• Physician Assist~:mt ·
• Physical Therapy

want
•

-·
•

•Audiology
b

··~

• Health Science

The Future~,

• Financial Aid

to co"'e to vou?

2:30-3:45 p.m.

Subscriptions
available beginning Spring 2-03

• Dental Medicine

$48/semester

• Biomedical Sciences.

ninterested, can 401.441.4555

• Public Health

.

• ~ptometry
• Occupational Therapy ·

• Financial Aid

or e-inal
subscnPlions@UCFfulure.1PD
""" ,3

for more information, please call toll free
800-356-0026, ext. 1101,
or visit our Web site at www.novq.edu
a

a

Nova.southeastern UrWersily is accted~ed 17,' Ille Commissiln M Colleges the Southern~ Coleges and Schools (1866 Soothem LMe, Decatur, Georgil ~: Tele!Mne nunber 40H79-4501) to award
bacheb's, masters, edll:atkl1ai spdlfist, aro doctoral degrees.• NWd Southeestem University m•s stOOen1s ol ~ race, ootor, sec, age, nmdisqualifyilg cisabity, re19cJ1 or creed, or naOOnal or et"1C origin to al th8 ~
privileges, programs, and actWRies generaly ao:orded or made available to studer4s at the school, and does not disclinilale in
Its eWcatioral poicies,
poleies, sci1o,larsh~ and loan progr.rns, and atlllelkl and olher schooklctn'1151ered propns.
00-11 Ml2-R SAT

ministratioo a

missions

The Knights vs The Broncos
Oct. 12
7 p.m.

Waldo Stadium
Kalamazoo. Mich.

I

-

UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Amy Giles won Freshman of the Year honors last year for
the UCF women's cross country team.

.UCF needs to run the table for chance at

MAC Championship or bowl game
GHRis BeRNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

-, -

elccime to the UCF Fbotball
S ingle-E 1im ina t ion
Tournament. Don't think
there's playoffs in college

W

football? Think again.
The Golden Knights have eight
games remaining on their schedule.
Seven of them are against MidAmerican Conference teams. With an
0-1 in-conference record and Marshall
(2-0 in-conference) sitting atop the
East Division, UCF will likely have to
run the table to win the MAC, or even
have a shot at other MAC affiliated
bowls.
"Every team that we're facing
from this day forward, we're going to
t.ake it as just like we're in a playoff,"
said wide receiver Doug Gabriel.
Round 1: A trip to Kalamazoo to
play Western Michigan.
The -Broncos aren't a divisional
foe, but they ·are one of the better
teams in the MAC's West Division.
And don't be fooled by the 2-3 reeord,
those losses came to ·Vrrginia 'Tuch,
- Michigall and Purdue.
--~
Western Michigan
represents an interesting match-up for UCF,
because on paper

the two teams are very similar. Like UCF, Western
· Michigan has a pass-heavy
· offense, averaging more
than 282 yards per game.
That's n9t surprising
because it plays its home
~00~

. Illiight with 20 receptions.
Western Michigan
doesn't run the ball much,
but when it does it's effeotive. Reed has the majority
of the carri~s tbis season
and averages 4.3 yards - ~~~~~~

But ~e UCF, the
touchdowns.
Normally UCF could
Broncos use two quarter..,
backs to run the offense. Brown counter with Alex Haynes,
, getting 4.4 yards per carry
Either Jon Drach or Chad
Munson could be under
-and also with two 'touchcenter at any given moment.
downs. But Haynes is
unlikely to play this
Both have been effective,
although Munson ha:s
weekend as he recovers
seven touchdowns and two
from an ankle sprain sufinte_rceptions to Drach's three
fered against Liberty.
and four, respectively.
So the Golden Knights
And they clearly aren't shy about ·
will haw~ to rely on backups Dee
who they throw.the ball to. Five play- Brown and Andrea! Curry to move the
-ers have at . least 10 receptions -for chains. Both natural fullbacks, they
Western Michigan, including two with were impressive against Liberty-with .
over 20. And though they play a three- two touchdowns each. But both are
wide set, it's tight end Mobolaji · sophomores with little eXperience.
Afariogun who leads the team with 22
-Western Michigan's strength
·catches and four touchdowns.
defensfyely, like UCF, is against the
The Broncos can also throw the pass. Up front they've put pressure on
ball downfield. Seven players average the quarterback, alrqady recording 17
at least 13 yards per catch, paced by · sacks on - the year. Defens_ive -end
tailbackPhilipReedwho'sgetting20.1 - Jason Babin represents the Western
yards a reception. For some perspoo- Michigan version of Elton Patterson,
tive, Gabriel leads UCF with a 18.4yard average and is the only Golden
Pl.EASE SEE Road ON 15

lll.USTRATION BY CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD AND ADAM SHIVER

She-keePs
running and
.
running ...,
-

Sophomore Amy Giksis the top runner on
the UCFwomen's -cross country .team
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

A brefl.k from running isn't something
Amy Giles gets a lot. But at least for the --moment she's standing still, catching her
breath after a-few laps around the track in
the Florida sun. It won't last •too long; it's
only the end of cross-country practice in the
middle of the season. And it's only the first
of many seasons for Giles, and not just
because she's a sophomore.
When cross-country season is over,
, she'll move on to track ~d field in the spring.
When summer roles around, she'll take a
crack at the steeplechase in its first year as·
a conf~rence event.
"Runners have it tough, we don't stop.
- We're always in season;' said Giles. "It's certainly a lifestyle. It definitely takes up 95 percent of your time."
It's a lifestyle she's lived since. high
·school. She was a basketball player_as a
sophomore at W~ter Spri.Ilgs High School
until she met her prep coach, Octavious
•
Clark. The former An-American runner

P~EASE -SEE

Coach oN 13
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Coach
calls_Giles
spiritual
leader
FROM PAGE 12

transformed Giles into a runner in a move that proved
very pivotal for his team.
_ · Giles won two ·state
championships in_the 4X800
rel_ay, a team that set the state
:te<?cird in 200-1. She also fin- l shed second in 3,200-meter
-at the 2000 Florida 4A state .

meeC
,., · With those accolades on
he_r resume, FlOfida State, Texas; Kansas State,·Florida
~d Kansas all came calling.
But'she decided to go to near:by UCF. ·~ "I saw the school and I
' f~ll in· love with the campus,"
said Giles. "I met the coach
, and she just had complete
confidence in _me from the
beginnfug. I jli$t had a really
good· feeling about this
place."
· And Giles has given plen- .
ty of good feelings to"UCF. She
finished 14th at the Atlantic
Sun Championship _and 57th
at the NCAA Regional. She
also garnered Freshman .of
the Year honors-for the te~.
In "track she was all-conference after finishing third in
the 1,500m and sixth in .the
3,000m at the ' A-Sun
Championships.
She's also made her ·
presence felt ii the UCF
record book Her 18:54 time
in the 5k l_ast year ranks ninth
.all-time. In track she's second
all-time in the 1500m with a
4:40.15 time."
"She's a very reliable
~ competitor;" said UCF Coach
Marcia Mansur-Wentworth.
"She can handle a ve_ry high
volume of work which is what
you're looking for in a di-stance runner."
Mansur-Wentworth also
beams about Giles up-beat
personality, calling her -the
team's spiritual leader. That
title is fitting because Giles
depends so much on her faith
to motivate her. A non-denominational Christian; she participates in ministries on
campus.
"My faith is 100 percent
of what keeps me going. I just
try to totally slirround myself
with God," said Giles.
"Without Him I wouldn't be
doing this." ·
And she will keep going.
It's her interest that's caused
UCF to enter the steeplechase, a newly NCAA-sanctioned event. It will mark the
end of a long line of events
that she'll have participated "
inthroughouttheschoolyear.
, So far that year has been
good. She's been the team's
top runner in each of UCF's
first three meets. As just · a
sophomore, the sky is the
limit to how well she can do
before her time at UCF is up.
But as long·as she does her
best, she'll be satisfied.
"If f run 100 percent then
I'm happy;" said Giles. "If rm
running for God's glory then
that's pretty much all I care
about."
·

.

1~

-"'

,Hat. tfick leads to _Belmont bashing
CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

After a tough loss to No. 17
Florida State-in Tallahassee, the ·
UCF women's · soccer team
.. returned Sunday ~o the friendly
:· confines of the UCF soccer field,
crushing Belmont 9-0 and continuing its dominance· against
Atlantic Sun opponents.
The Golden Knights have
not lost a conference game in 13
matches, dating back to Sept. 14,
2001. Their record improves to·9-·
3, 4-0 in the A-Sun. Belmont falls
to 0-10 for the season.
Junior Ansley Gascoigne,
who transferred from FSU after
her fres~an year, registered a
4at trick and added an assist
against the Bru,ins. Becky
Brandt aided on one of
Gascoigne's goal after entering
the game 12 seconds earlier. The
other two tallies by Gascoigne
came unassisted. Freshman
Jennifer Montgomery and senior
Nicole Cieslak each scored two
goals · and
one
assist.

ADAM ROCHE I CFF .

Ni.cole Cieslak scored twice in UCF's 9-0 win over.Belmont on Sunday.
Montgomery leads the team with · Belmont player committed a foul
22 points and Cieslak trails her and a penalty _kick was awarded
with 13 points.
to UCF. Senior Brooke Asby took
Montgomery's first goal the shot for the Golden Knights
came just 4:50 minutes into the but could not get the ball past
game. About two minut~s later,~ Bruins' keeper Ali Young. Asby

would .redeem herself by helping
Allison Blagriff net a goal six
minutes later.
· Starting in her first game
this season, goalkeeper Carol
Lewis di,d not have. to make a .
save for UCF but earned her fifth
career shutout.
The Golden Knights hit the
road once again, but are battling
two familiar A-Sun opponents.
They ineet Mercer in Atlanta on
Friday. Then they head west to
Alabama to play Troy :State on
Sunday.
· Last season, Cieslak scored
with 1:23 left in the first overtime
period tQ give UCF a 3-2 win
~st Mercer. So far this year
the Bears have not produced a
win. Mercer is 0-6 in the A-Sun:
Losing seven starters from
last year, the Trojans, who lead
the conference in scoring in
2001, have a similar conference
record to Mercer so far this season. In another overtime win, the
UCF-Troy State match ended when Lindsay Maier put the ball
. behind the Trojan keeper.

Knight's ·Krossing

Knight's Court
.2635 College Knight Court

888.999.1580 ~ 407.384.6~0~
College Park Li'feWorks Program and Stqff
Fully furnished
Monitor_
e d alarm systems • All appliances_ included
All utilities included * • Cable TV
Full-.s ize washe.r & dryer in· apartment
_Free Ethernet in each bedroom
Free local phone with voice mail
2 Swimming pools • 2 Basketball· courts
2 Sand volleyball· courts • Awesome computers
.
Hot tub & indoor fitness center
Game room & media_lounge

2, & 4 Bedroom apartments- •

4/2 from
2/2 Type A from 1510
2/2 Typ~ B from $535 _

12440 Golden Knight Circle

888.-999.6955 • 407.;380.5807
UCF Residence Life Staff and Service's on-site
2, 3 & 4 Bedroo~ apartm-ents · • Fvlly furnishe:d
Private bathrooms • All utilitie$ included *
Monitored alarm systems .• Cable lV w/HBO 1, 2, 3
Full-size wa~her & dryer in apartment
Free Ethernet & local phone • 3 Gam'e ~ rooms '
3 Swimming pools • 3 Fitness centers
3 Tennis courts • 3 Basketball courts
3 Sand volleyball · courts • 3 Computer/study centers
Co-sponsored university activiti.e s

4/4

3/3
2/2

from 1475
from 1490
from 1545

•
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ights not .capitalizing
TOM ALEX-ANDER
· STAFF WRITER

the rest of the way, including . Vasquez to score goals, which will create while -focusing on that they are still capable of winsophomore midfielder Eric we're going to do anyway, and - Vasquez.
ning the conference. The only way
Vasquez.
Eric's no secret. He's a marked
"If it gets o_ut that UCF's got they will be able to do that, howev"Someone needs to step up man in every game."
nothing up top, that Vasquez is_ er, is to stay consistent and get out ·
that we can consistently go to,"
While Vasquez has ·done a scoring all their goafs _in the mid- of this win-one, lose-one rut that
said Winch. "TW:o weelis ago we good job getting free and creat- field, you shut him down, that's it. · they are in.
were thinking of maybe seven ing space for him.self (he has Maybe it'll . draw more attention
"We have a pattern, win, lose,
or eight guys up front, now two goals and-two assists so far and create more opportunities for win, lose. If they get one or two or
we're down to three or four, and this year), Winch said, someone our forwards,". said Winch.
fhree games together, we'll take
th~y've got to produce. If we
else has to help carry the load
Winch also said that he is off," said Winch.
-don't score goals, then we're and capitalize on the opportu- happy with every other aspect of ·
The' Golden .Knights play
going to have to ask Eric nities that opposing defens~s b.is team's performance so far, and . Sunday at Oneonta State.

With eight games to go in
the regular season; the UCF
men's soccer team has a lot to
be happy about and a few
things to be worried about
down the stretch.
Coach Bob Winch and his
squad can be_happy that they
have one of the top three goalkeepers_(and reigning conference defensive player of the
week! in the Atlantic Sun
Conference in redshirt freshman Ryan Mcintosh, and a consistently dominant back four on
defense. They also have plenty
· of midfielders who can create
opportunities to score and a
team who not -only seems to
love playing together, but is
also focused completely and ·
totally on winning the conference.
But the Golden Knights
should worry about the two
things that could hurt them ~s
. they come · down the home
.- st.retch: · their inability to capitalize on the scoring opportunities they create and the pattern
this team has ,fallen into of winning one game and then losing
the next. The Golden Knights
stand at 4-4-1 right now, and
they have been close in -every
game· so far this season. It is
the first of those that has perhaps led to the second, according to Winch.
"Up front , if's not like
we're -not creating chances,
we're just not finishing them.
I'd be real frustrated if we were
not creating any chances.
Jacksonville's a perfect example. The shots were 16-5 and we
just couldn't knock it in," said
Winch.
Winch- added that revers.:
ing that trend is of utmost
importance to this team making
a successful run at the A-Sun
championship. The Golden
JOE l<ALEITA ., CFF
Knights will ca}\ on three or
four differen_t players to do this Freshman Adrien Gessen (17) had a goal in Saturday's 2-l win over FAU.

.11111111 Chiropractic· C•ter
• Auto &Sports Injurie~ ·
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n·avid inderwiesen, D.C.
Graduate of- UCF and
Cleveland Chjropra·ctic College
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. Jua~ Pabl_
o Giraudo (26) leads UCF with three goals on the season. The team's record is currently 4-4-1.

,,...
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Ahealthy serving .of. go·ose eg·gs
-

She'sabletostepupinagameand
she has the ability to get the ball."
Through the first .five games
In the season opener, this year, it looked like Kuhlman
Quinnipiac striker Elisa Gonclaves would meet the mark she set the
_ learned what UCF Coach Amanda previous season, but No. 15 Duke
Cromwell said goalkeeper Jessica ended her streak. The Golden
Knhlman's greatest strength was, Knights lost to the Blue Devils 3--0,
''her shot-stopping ability."
-but would return to winning form,
With the Golden Knights lead- losing only twice in the next seven
ing the Bobcats 3--0, a foul in the games. Against Georgia Stafe on .·
_box by a. UCF play~r gave Sept. 26, an · overtime ·goal lifted
Quinnipiac · a penalty shot. · UCF to victory and gave Kuhlman
Gonclaves stepped up 12 yards her fifth shutout of the season.
So -far this season, Kuhlman
away from Kuhlman and blasted a
shot, trying to direcf the ball to the has allowed opponents to score 11
right of the goalie. Kuhlman col- times, making 50 saves and prolapsed on the ball and easily ducing an .820 save percentagB.
"Her strengthS are her expl<>stopped the only threat of the
game, preserving the shutout.
sive extension," said Donna
The senior goalkeeper is tied-- Fishter, assiStant coach and goalwith Amy Fbrd in UCF's record keeper coach for the Golden
books with 15 shutouts, good Knights. "She'll take off after anyenough for sixth. Alongside the thing. Her intensity level has
mark for Fbrd, who played for increased from years past. She's a
UCF from 1981-83, an asterisk leader on the field."
indicates she claimed at least one
Off the field, Kuhlman is
of her shutouts against a club majoring in health science, hoping
team. So some might say, techni- to acquire a job in health managecally, Kuhlman owns the sole posi- ment. After she graduates, she
tion for the mark.
plans to keep soccer apart of her
Kuhlman recorded her first life. "I'm not ready to give it up,"
shutouts her freshman year with Kuhlman sfild.
·
wins
against
She was born in St. Louis, Mo.
back-te>-back
,..Campbell and Georgia State. After and started playing soccer at a
a couple of seasons in a reserve young agB, following in the footrole, she finally earned the starting steps of h0i;l'older sister. A recent
position her junior year. During graduate and goalkeeper for Air
the 2001 campaign, Kuhlman was Fbrce Academy, Kristy Kuhlman
a, twe>-time Atlantic
Sun saw her younger sister in goal
. Conference defensive player of the when UCF traveled to Colorado
week. She earned A-Sun all-tour- Springs to play her alma mater on
nament team honors, and was Sept. 22. Kristy Kuhlman tried to
named to the 2001-02 A-Sun All- remain as neutral as possible
Academic team. Also, she ·was wearing a long sleeve UCF shirt
UCF's most valuable defensive and an AFA jacket. The game
-player, registering five shutouts ended 1-0, in favor of the Falcons.
last season.
_
Kuhlman does not kise often,
':Jessie's really grown as a but her. objective is clear. "The
main concern isn't getting the
leader in ,the past two
Cromwell said. ''The team is very shutout," Kuhlman said. "It's just a
confident with her back there. plus. "

.

,

Senior
goalkeeper
Jessica
Kuhlman (left) has
15 shutouts
in her
career at

CHARYi MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

)
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years,"

R9ad trip will be
test . fo~ Knights
FROM PAGE

12 ·

with a team-high eigbJ sacks.
- In the secondary they q.se
five defensive backs, substituting
a linebacker_for an extra safety.
As a result they've picked off six
passes, lead by cornerback Tony
Carr and safety Ja.son Feldpausch
with two a piece.
"When you , watch their
defense it's just unbelievable,'.'
said UCF offensive coordinator
Robert McFarland "I have some
friends at Virginia 'Tuch that I've
talked to and they said (Western
Michigan is) just a very physical
football team,"
vet they are vulnerable, like
UCF, against the run. Western
Michigan has given up 143 yards
· per game on the ground · and
seven rushing touchdowns.
One
cl~ar . advantage
Western Michigan does have is
the return game. Greg JenningB
averages an obscene 30.7 yards
per kickoff return while Kendrick
Mosley has already returned a
punf for a touchdown and averagBS 20.6 yards per return.
And expect a lot of penalties.
Both teams give up over 60 yards
in penalties a game.

UCF comes off a bye week
and has had plenty of time to prepare. But the Broncos have their
own intangible: it's their ·homecoming.
.
'We've been homecoming at
many, many places so that doesn't
oother us," said UCF Coach Mike
Kruczek. "But they'll be ready to
play when we step up into that
stadium."
UCF needs this game, but
they haven't traditionally been a
good road team. Western
.Michigan could hit UCF hard at
several weak points. The UCF
offensive line has- suffered
through injuries and had trouble
protecting quarterback Ryan
Schneider all season. Now they
must . somehow deal with a very
_ good· · pass rush. Western
Michigan could_also take advantage of UCF's suspect coveragB
units and win the field position
battle.
.
And if Haynes can't go, UCF
won't ·have its biggest edge. The
whole season may hinge on
whether his backups are up to the
task. If they aren't, the Golden
Knights could be one-and-done in
their personal playoff. '
Broncos 28, Knights 27

UCF.

. JOE l<ALEJTA I

CFF

No rest for the weary·

Days a.

week
Highlights of the
cultural calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

I

THURSDAY OCT. 10

Jazz Garage @ Will's Pub
Band leader-Anthony Cole comes from music
royalty. His mother is R&B singer Linda Cole. and he
is related to Nat "King," and Natalie Cole. He is one ·
of the most fumous jazz musicians in the Central
Aorida area. Every Thursday night he, and whomever is in his improvisational band that night take
over Wills Pub for The Jazz Garage. The music starts
playing at 11:00. It costs $3 to get in. and you have
to be 21 or older.

FRIDAY OCT. 11

Big Sky @ The Social
This Gainesville seven-piece has been touring the U.S. relentlessly since 1999. Their songs have
been pla~ on MTV shows The Real World and Road
Rules. Big Sky plays over 200 shows every year to
packed houses. Their mailing list includes over 7.000
funs. What more can be said about this energetic
pop-rock band? They are infamous in Orlando, espe, dally at The Social. where they usually play. Check
them out at 9:00. This is an 18 and over show, and
·costs $10. ·

SATURDAY OCT. 12
The Orlando Music Awards @ Hard Rod Live
Do not miss your opportunity to see the
best of _the best Orlando musical~ has to offer. The

-

NATALIA ZULUAGA

I CFF

Anight of lfard-core studying can sometimes feel never-ending. If you don't start early enough, your energy will soon depend on how good your coffee is to the last drop.

"I pull

all-nighters.
because I
-procrastinate,
but.a benefit
to it is that
Iwork
best under
.
n
pressure...
-JORDANA lABSON
~

Sophomore

'All-nighters' anecessary evil
for many college students
KELLY O'CONNOR
STAFF WRITER

Sean Mehta remembers very
clearly the time he stayed awake for
38hours.
"I was in the Navy," he :recalled,
"and I was on guard-tower duty."
These days it's not military work
but the search for a good time that is

likely to keep the_business management major up all night. And he does
it 9ften enough that he has developed
a routine.
"If I go out at night and plarl. on
never sleeping; I usually prepare

myseH physically and mentally by fig:uring out what I need to do the next
day and telling myseH that at some
point, I will be able to take a nap," he
said
Nap or no, the typical roll~ student needs eight hours of sleep, said
Chris Banks, a therapist at the Sleep
Diagnostic Institute of Orlando. But
whether the reason is all-night studying or late-night socializing that casu. ally extends to the dawn, many students regularzy break that cycle. Fbr
those people, an all-nighter is not just
Jm achievement, it's a badge of honor
- and something they engage in

El6HT DOLLAR DININ6

more often than not.
"I usually end up staying up all
night in order to study for tests
because I like to leave things to the
last minute," said Paul Wereb, a soph.:.
omore film major. He ~d he takes a
lot of vitamins in order to rompensate ·
for his lack of sleep in the hope that he
will not gBt ·sick. ''Fbr me, staying
awake an night is more of a last resort
than something I enjoy doing," he said
Sophomore Jordana Labson also ·
blames nerseH for the bad habit. ''i: pull
all-nighters because I procrastinate,
but a benefit.to it is that I work best
under pressure, even though the fall-·
back · is being stressed out an the_
time," she said.
Senior Meghan Hayes said. that
even when she did stay up late to
study, ''I still never did well on the
tests, so I don't do that anymore." But
PLEASE SEE

Sleeplessness ON 19

.

Family restaurant will make you 'Chubby'
KELLY O'CONNOR

non~smoking is available. Owners

Dave and Judy Burdick deci~ed to
decorate in the '50' s theme after
Chubby's Family restaurant they traveled to South Carolina
serves home-style food that tastes and came across a similar diner
so goo4 it prlgb.t even replace your called The Pink Cadillac. It was a
mother's rooking. Decorated as a great idea. They went all-out.
'50s diner, the restaurants laid"It is a fun and nice atmosbaCk atmosphere and friendly staff phere here," said Dave Burdick.
will make you want to go back in' And ,he tries to make it fun for his
time.
. seven employees as well as·for .his
Chubby's only serves break- customers, many of whom are regfast and lunch . ' But that's reason ulars. But he says there's always
enough to get up out of bed
room.for more.
Picture this: As y~:m walk in,
One would never have to
all of the regulars turn their heads guess if they sell Coca-Cola prodto see who has rome in to eat. ucts here, because Coke parapherThey make you feel weleome and nalia rovers the place from the
· at home. You are greeted by who- walls to the old-fashioned Coke
ever is closest to the door, and machine..
They have old-fashioned car
directed toward a seat at the bar, in
. a booth or at a table. Smoking or pictures on th~ walls, along with
SfAFFWRITER

photographs of some famous '50s . dollars. The portions are the perfaces such Lucille Ball and Elvis. fect size to fill you up.
There are fuzzy dice and scarves
Chubby's offers pancakes,
hanging arQund the lam.pf?, along biscuits, frencli toast and omelets
with old-time favorites ·such as for breakfast. .Daily lunch specials
Hula~Hoops and juinp · rop,es. - no more than $4.95 - include
Records also decorate the wall, homemade meatloaf, goulash or a
and music that we all know the soup-and...:salad
combination.
words to, but may not wa'.nt to Burdick says some people don't
admit, is playing on the radio_ like fries, so those will remain a-la .
Those who-have a candy craving carte. A sandwich. · called the
can stop by the vending machine "Chubby burger," which is a steak.burger topped with ham ~d
near the front register. · The owners don't mindhavirig cheese, is available as well
a few words with anyone. -.'How's
Eat at Chubby's 10 times and
the goulas~?" Burdick asked one of spend $4.50 or more per visit, and
his "regulars." The waitresses, than you get your 11th meal free.
too, are very personable and atten- Chubby's, at 10376 East Coloilial
tive. When asked for refills, they DriveinllieRredyCarpetandTile
just bring you a whole can of soda. _Plaza, is open Mon.- Fri. from 6
Everything on both the break- a.m. until 2 p.m. and qn Sat. and
fast and lunch menus is under six ·Sun. from 7 a.m. until 2 p.m.

as

sixth-annual Orlando Music Awards (OMAs) has cat- egories with something to please everyone's music
tastes. from hip-hop to punk to Latin to jazi.
Performers include Terri Binion, David Schweizer,
Michele Lane. ~ndromeda. Amy Steinberg. "Red Shift
Mantra, lndorphine, Umoja, Marc with a "c."
Winners from all ataagories will be announced at
the Hard Rock Live beginning at 8:30. Tickets for this
three-hour all ag~ event are $10.

SUNDAY OCT. 13
Paid In Full Tour @ Hard Rock Uve
.
Oh boy. Headlining act f.am 'ron hits the
road in support of the "Paid In Full Tour" which conveniently correlates with Cam's acting debut in the
film of the same title. The Harlem native will be
joined by Noreag,a (N.0.R.E.). MOP. and Naam
Brigade. This is an ~I ages show at The Harcl Rock
Live. lickets range between $25 and $30. and it
sfarts at 9:00 p.m..

MONDAYOCT14

M"ldtown @ The Social

If you like Blink-182, New Found Glory, and
other similar MTV friend~ pop-punk bands. you will .
love Midtown. In fact. all three of these bands just
toured together. Who would have thought? They are
out in support of their sophomore album titled
"Living Well ls The Best Revenge." This should be a
fun show with feel-good music. and good times for
all. Catch Midtown at The Social with Qpening acts
·Recover and The Reunion Show. Trd<ets are $10 for.
this 7:00 p.m. all ages show.

TUESDAY OCT. 15

Rip Sdllltz@ Wackadoos
Aorida comroian Rip Schultz will be. on
hand for your listening ple'asure at Wackadoos. He
won Ed McMahon's Next Big Star cOllll'dy title in
2001. the HBO/US Comedy Arts Festival in 1999. anq
the Seinfeld Stand-Up Comedy Challenge inlm. to
name some of his awards. Schultz received his BFA in
thecitre from FAU where he was main~ trained at
improv. He has since toured the U.S. with five improv
comedy troupes. Besides all that, George Carlin said
that "He's like ad ostrich on PCP;" so hi>y{ can you
go wrong? This is a free event that starts at 8:00
p.m. at Wackadoos in the Student Union.

f.

WEDNESDAY OCT. 16

Kristie Deluca Band @ The Cricketer's Anns
Dine on traditional English pub-style cuisine
while listening to the sounds of the,Orlando-based
pop/rock Kristie Deluca Band. The Buffalo. New York
singer-songwriter started P.laying at the age of
seven. and can now play the piano. violin. and ftute.
in addition to singing. Catch this rising star's live set
at 10:00 p.m. at The Cricketer's Arms in the Mercado
on International Drive. There is no cover charge, and
all ages are welcome.

THURSDAY OCT 17

Of Montreal @ Back Booth
This indie-rock band was formed after
singer/songwriter, band brainchild, Kevin ~arnes'
break-up with a Montreal woman. Why else would
an indie band be formed? But seriously, there is a
lot of positive hype surrounding this Athens.
Georgia band. Some critics have even compared
Barnes' approach to music reminiscent of .The
Beatles' classic album "Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Oub Band." Check them out at this 18 and older
Back Booth _show and see for yourself. Opening
bands include Marshmallow Coast and The Late BP
Helium. The show costs $7 and starts at 9:00 p.m ..

l
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Partnership offers valuable
JULIE MONHEIM
STAFF WRITER

Jason Kong and Matt Ba.IT
are two "stereo" types defying the
normal high school stereotypes.
Within months, Kong and
Barr will apply their hands-on
experience and launch their own
radio station at Colonial High
School with the help of UCF's ·oncampus radio station WNSC.
WNSC recently received a
$2,500 seed grant fr9m the Radio
Television · News . Directors
Foundation to help ·students
enrolled in Colonial High School's
Radio and Television program
learn more about the industry and
gain hands-On experience.
The students were chosen
based upon their enthusiasm for
broadcasting and their involve_meJ!t in g\fted programs, said Jay
Davenport, Director of Digital
Media at Colonial High School's
magnet program.
"They're really learning a little bit · of everything," said
D~venport.

Interning at UCF provides the
how they
students with ideas
can manage their new station by
learning everything from music
programming to digital editing.
'fhe high schoolers spend six
hours a week ·at UCF editing newscasts and workingwithin WNSC's
promotion department to organize
events for the station.
"I'm rotating the students
through almost every aspect of oill
radio station," said Nick Locicero,

•

for

DONNA T. SCHUMAN

I CFF

Jay Davenport, director of digital media at Colonial High School (CHS), assists student
Jason Kong on the sound board at the school's radio station. King is one of two students
participating in a WNSC program design.ed to help CHS students build their own stadium.

Get ·I nuolued!
Special Discount Tickets for UCf Knights

.,

general manager of WNSC.
Locicero, who has trained the
high school students, said he is
impressed by their progress.
"I was ·so amazed at how fast
they picked up digital editing. We
have WNSC staff members that
can't edit audio like them."
The interns -receive high
school credit for the time they
spend at UCF, about six hours a
week, and will continue to intern
after Colonial's radio station
begins running.
"This is great exposure for
them," Davenport said. "They're
constantly learning· in a hands-ori
environment."
. Both of the high school students say they have always been
interested in r8.di.<1.' but each have
different long-term goals.
''I'd like to do talk radio," said
Kong. "I've always listened to talk
radio shows, e~pecially on 104.1
FM, and I just think discussions
about local issues are really.interesting."
Ba.IT, however, has his sights
set on a career as a music disc
jockey.
"I really want to get into the
music industry but if I can't break
into music, I'd consider talk radio."
Both say that talk show host
Jim Philips of Real Radio 104.1's
Philip's Phile has been a major
influence. Both students have
appeared on the show and were
granted air-time on the station's
150,000-watt air-waves.
"Going on his show was kind
of a turning point," said Kong. "I

knew that I definitely wanted to do
· ._
talk radio after that."
Locicero said that both stUdents have the.potential to make it
in radio.
"They have worked so hard
for us on every project that I've put
them on. They really want to try
new things,and have a great work
ethic."
Just like interns at other
radio stations, Kong and Ba.IT help
alleviate the workload for staff
members while learning new skills
as well.
The students have garnered
diverse knowledge of the various
aspects of radio production.
The students have already
complet~d voice-over work and
edited two WNSC sports promos
that air periodically on the station.
· They will help with live
remote broadcasts, like· WNSC's
live coverage of the Mr. UCF .pag·
eant this Saturday.
Locicero said that UCF has a
lot ·to gain from these high school
students.
·
"If they end up attending UCF,
they will already know the system
and will be very valuable to our
station," he said.
,,
The program has b~en an
influence on both youths. Although.
each had their sights set on other
universities, the experience at. ·
UCF is steering them closer to
·home.
"I've always wanted to go to
FSU," said Ba.IT. "But this mternship experience has ni.ade me consider UCF."

MR. UCF 2003 Scholarship competition

_ _ .cze_

. :&es

4

experie~ce

Purchase your di~counted Jickets online @
www.broadwayacrossamerica.com/groupsales
use the password: UCFSPfCIHL
Choose from these Performance dates:
- Tuesd~y, Oct. 22nd, at 8 pm
- Thursday, Oct. 24th, at 8 pm
- Saturday, Oct. 26th, at 2pm

Who will become mR. UCF 2003?
This Saturday night is your
opportunity to see amazing
men compete in Beachwear,
formal wear, and Talent
to become the neKt mr. UCF!
Come cheer for your
fauorite contestant.
David
Bradlev

fuent Info:
, ~·
Saturday
October 12th
·apm _. .
Pegasus Ball~oom .
Student Umon : ,{

sJ'
Brian .~.:~!'if
Kleinschmidt .-

Where: Bob Carr Performing Hrts Center
. 401 W. liuingston St. Orlando
..- Price: S37 ·(Front Orchestra Rows ff-CJ .
Sl.7 Center ~altony Rows l -RJ ·._.--~--~-~

Weslev
Miller

Tim
Burkholder

vounteer .UCF Presents
Volunteer Eoo
Thursdav Oct.10th, 2002

,~For

' " '

OFFICE DF§TIJIJElW AC1111J1I

Funded by the Activity and Service
Fee as allocated by SGA

l

Quentin
_Carson

12pm-2pm .

Come and meet numerous
volunteer agencies·
throughout Central Florida
and learn of opportunities to
volunteer in your specific
area ofinterest!
-·
·. 0:::...

Brian
Dunhill

Student Union
South Patio
'

.,

more info call OSA a! 407.823.6471 ·
or stop by Rm. 208 m the SU.
.
.

osa .ucf edu
•

,

Brvan
Tavlor

Shawn
Wehrle

•

Shawn
szvdlik

Javier
llevada
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Crossword

include ordinary pliers, wire-cutters, metal
~es, a container of moonshine (to rinse tools
off) needle-point probes (to inflict a distracting pain elsewhere in the moutlt), and a red
plastic sheet (s~ the b~ood won't stand out so
much). Also plentiful in the street-dentists'
."offices": dust and vehicle exhaust.
CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Leading economic indicators
• In New York City in August, businessman Herbert Black sued socialite Denise Rich
(ex-wife of the Clinton-pardoned Marc Rich)
for nonpayment of fees he said he earned by
~aving her nearly a million dollars annually
as a personal financial adviser.-Included
alleged savings were: $125,000 in flowers (by
having fewer deliveries to her apartment
when she wasn't at home); $30,000 by changing the payment plan for her yoga instructions; and $52,000 in "dog maintenance"
· (mostly by giving away her two oldest dogs,
which were so feeble that they had to be
pushed by sitters around Central Park in an
$8,000 baby earriage).
• Business was booming in August for
unlicensed street dentists in Lah-ore, ·
Pakistan, according to a New York Times
reporter, 'Yho·witnessed several patients'
.gruesome sidewalk experiences (forced on
them because one-third of Pakistanis earn
leis in a month than even the lowest-priced _
licensed-dentist procedure). Tools of the trade

Least competent people
Cheverly, Md., juror Levon Adams, 25,
skipped out during deliberations in a
September carjacking tril;ll, and when sheriff's deputies brought Pim back to the courtroom the next day, he told the judge that ·he
left because tl\e other jurors were becoming
aggressive with him. Adams told the judge
that .h e was the only holdout against a guilty
verdict and told the jurors that no matter how
much evidence there was against the defendant, he could not convict him because Adams
was not present at the scene of the crime and
thus did not .actually see the defendant do it.

'.

Weird workplace
According to the Beijing Morning Post,
the government in Chengdµ, China, shut
down a food-processing plant in August after
discovering that workers routinely pulled the
bones out of chicken feet with their teeth.
Workers first boiled the feet in water, t:Q.en
made three slits in the foot with a knife,
pried open the· skin with their fingers, and
removed the bones with their teeth. The
fastest workers could go through a foot every
five secon'ds.

ACROSS
1 Salad green
6 Sooty matter
1O Thompson of
"Carrington"
14 Jumped
15 Phnom_,
Cambodia
16 Fitzgerald's
forte
17 Actor Davis
18 ·Brickell or
McClurg
19 Peaceful
20 Mt. Whitney's
range
23 Baja California
seaport
24 Singer Brew~r
28 Sun. oration
29 Turns into ,
30 Money
manager: abbr.
33 Office fasteners
· 36 Gertrude'.s
tapestry
39 Sniggler's prey
40 Eagles' home
41 Certain serving
basins
44 Took chairs
45 Single copy
46 However, for
short
49 Going out with
50 Silver-tongued
liar
55 Compromising
periods
57 One opposed
60 Animal's den
61 Worker's
equipment
62 Brummell or..
Briqges
63 Perry's creator
64 First name in
cosmetics
65 Molecular
building block
66 Mach toppers
67 Pauses
D'OWN
1 Near
2 Spruce juice
3 Relaxes
4 Pinnacles
5 "Tristram
Shandy" author
6 Pay out

'·

© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
All rlghls reserved.

7 Pray by
Euripides
8 Part of UNLV
9 Broadway
building
10 Salad green
11 Media business
grp.
12
de mer
13 $dispenser
21 Org. f9r seniors
22 First record
label to use
Dolby
25 Bahrain rulers
26 Reddish brown
27 Something
valuable
29 "For Whom the
Tolls"
30 May and Ann,
e.g.
42 Hesitates out of
31 Bluenose
fear
32 Palmer of golf
43 .Greek portico
34 Long, long time 47 Spicier
35 Church bench
48 Lazy __
37 Element
50 Wading bird
number 89
-51 Bogs down
38 Glisten ,
52 Owl calls

See solutions,
page 23

53 Bay
54 Snaking curves
56 Rowboat
need
57 Attys.' org.
58 Seine
59 The Chinese
"way"
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Sleeplessness harmful to students' health:
.

'

FROM

PAGE 16

there were always other-reasons
to remain awake, she said.
"My first three years of colle~, I was aWake more -than I
. slept. The first two .years-it was
~ due to having fun, but the third ·
and fourth year it was broken up
between s.tu.dying and partying. I
stayed up all night because I never
wanted to miss out on the_fun."
-· Students who are determined fo maintain late-night
hours-have routinely relied on a
· variety of aids, .from caffeine pills ·
such as No Doz and Jet Alert to
.. coffee, _soda and Red Bull energy ·

<;lrillks.

.

But such stimulants may do
- more than merely jolt a person
• · awake.. ·Catteine, for example,
affects the central nervous systern. The Alcoholism and Drug
AddictionResearch Foundation in
'• 'Ibronto stated that if caffeine is
consumed in liquid form, it hits all
tissues of the bodywithin five min-~
utes and can increase heart rate, -'
b~ood. pressure, temperature. and
urination. In certain doses, caf-

.....___ _~-""'"---...::=-----',___..;:; MARIN OLSON

I CFF

Having your friends awake during your all-night study binge can ·either help you get
·through .it or help you procrastinate more.

feine also may produce headaches the Colle~ of Medicine -at Texas
·and jitters.
A&M University. Lack of sl~p
"Students who engage in a1So can affect a person's mental
late-night socializing or studyihg performance, he added.
· Sickness comes more quickly
also may experience transient
insomnia because the body· can- ·to those who forego sleep if they
not stay in sync with the dramatic are also in poor physical condishifts in s~edule," said Dr. David tioh, said Banks, the . therapist.
Earnest, an associate profe~sor at And While a "powernap" ~f 20 to

60 minutes can help make up the
difference, a loss of sleep has obvious short-term e.ffects - fatigue;
stress ·and depression - as well
as long-term effects that can con- .
tribute to -stro,kes, heart- attacks
and high blood pressure, b.e said
But that doesn't stop stu"'
dents from doing it.
''When I end up staying
awake ali night, I do not go into it
thinkirig that is what is going tohappen. I just go with the flow;"
. said Kathleen Mertens, a sophomore psychology major who finds .
that ·when she stays up, it's
because she is ·having fun with
friends.
.
"I still am able to ~t up and
do what I have to do the next day,
such as work and go to schooL"
·she said. ''When I stayed up for my
record all-nighter of being awake
for 33 ho~, I had partied all
. night, gone to work, and then
, packed up ·an my stuff in: order to _
move the next day."
Besides, it's one thing to stay
up all night. It's another to sleep
all day. That,_she said, would be a
- total waste.
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LSAT: ·classes begin .Th1irsday·, Oct.

17, 2002
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-10042 UnJve~ilV Blvd.
One Mil• West Of UCF .
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·fl.ATS
• Great TeJC-Mex
• ·Cold Beer

. • laid Back

·Atmosphere!!!

.GivlAT: ¢1aSses begirl Sunday, Oct. 20, 2002

· 11 Forida Locations

· 7608 University Blvd.
·Corner of Goldenrod and University.

,GAE: Classes begirl Wedn'esday, Oct. 16, 2002 ::·

(UCf AREA)

(407) 673-~456
Cool part-timB jobs/
Call for an intsrvisw.

DAT: Classes begin Wedn:e sday, Nov~ ·13, 2002

PIZZA

·C ontact us today to enrollJ
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kaptest ..com
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AOL keyword: Kaplan
* Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Jobs.. Data Give _
Mixed Signals
The Labor Department re.ported. that total employment outside agriculture declined by 43,000
jobs in September from August, the
first drop since April. But the unemployment rate dropped to 5.6%,
its lowest level since February,
from5.7%.
The report's different trends
arise from the fad that the payroll
figure comes from a survey of employers and- the unemployment
rate from a survey of households.
Overall, there was enough positive
news in the report to sugges,t the
economy is still growing, though
not vigorously. Payroll growth in
August was revised up to 107,000
from 39,000, and in September, the
average work week expanded to
34.3 hours fr.om 3U. Companies often iIJ.crease the hours of existing
employees as a prelude to new hir-,
ing.
Most economists consider the
employer survey" more reliable,
and expect the jobless rate to rise
again soon. But others think the
difference is so large that the job
market must be better thari it appears, perhaps because of more
vigorous job creation by small
firms, which aren't measured as
comprehensively as large· firms.
"At turning points you're supposed
to watch both,"· says J:P. Morgan
economist James Glassman. "I
think· history books will show the
tide is shifting."

Detroit's 0% Deals
Hit Used-Car Prices
There's a little-noted downside
- to the slew of financing incentives
that Detroit is using to keep car
sales humming: The enticing deals
are triggering sharp declines in the
value of cars the minute they drive
off the lot.
Millions of Americans are snapping up new cars, which is increasing the glut of used cars on the
market and driving their values
down. In addition, the incentives
effectively slash the prices on new
cars, which are a key factor in determining resale values. One case
ifi point is the 2000 Ford Taurus SE,
which had a sticker price of $19,440
but now is worth only about $8,300.
· For shoppers, it's a very good
time to buy many kinds of used
cars. Many of the best used-car
deals are on- larger su'vs and
smaller cars because they have
been so heavily discounted. The

Jobless Recovery?
Employment gains after eight months
since an econeJmic trough

2002
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Cable TV and Networks
Spar Over Hit Shows
· Seen on Two Channels

By JOE FLINT
f you miss tile surprise hit
"Monk" on cab~e TV's USA
Network on Friday night, you
can watch it on ABC the fol- .
lowing Thursday.
·
That ·may work for you.
And the show's producers are delighted, because they get more
money and "Monk" gets wider exposure.
Nov. Mar. - July Nov. Mar. Jan.
But the practice, called "repur1970 '75 '80
'82 '91
'02
posing" by the'TV industry, doesn't
- - Recession troughs - - sit so well with cable and satellite
Source: Straszheim Global Advisors
operators. Their job is to attract
and retain subscribers by providdeals aren't as good on popular im- ing programming that viewer~
ports that have relied little, if at all,
can't find elsewhere. So they wonon discounts to lure customers. A der why they're paying an average
4(Q!cal two-year-old, ~ix-cylinder fee of more than 40 cents a sub2000 Honda Accord EX sells at scriber for Vivendi Universal's
trade-in for 39% less than its USA if the channel's best show is
$24,695-sticker price-$409 better available free from a broadcast
than the 1998 model bought as a competitor les§_than a. week later.
"If you could get 'The "Sopranos'
trade-in two years·ago. the Monday after it aired on HBO,
United, US Airways why would you get HBO?" as"ks
Michael Thornton, senior vice
Link Frequent Fliers president of programming for
satellite operator DirecTV.
· United Airlines and US Airways
"We pay subscriber fees, and we
said they will begin offering recip- want
to accrue the benefit of paying
rocal benefits to members of both the subscriber
fees," adds Bob Wilcarriers' frequent-flier programs son, vice president
of programming
starting Nov. 1.
Communications Inc.
Delta Air Lines is seeking gov- -at Cox
Recycling is only going to get
ernment a:pproval for a frequentflier relationship with Northwest
Airlines and ·Continental Airlines,
two carriers that already have such
a pact. If regulators let Delta join
in, it is likely that Delta would
sever an existing frequent-flier tiein it has with United.

I

Warner Inc. 's Warner
Bros. TV for recycling
rights to "Fastlane," the
new undercover police
drama that airs on Fox.
And USA Network has recycling rights to not only
the two "Law & Order"
spinoffs on NBC, but also
the new CBS drama "Robbery Hom1cide Division"
and ABC's new version of
"Dragnet," which is scheduled to premiere in January. _
Last season, another
. recycling scenario that
·made cable operators uncomfortable ·played out
when Walt Disney Co. 's
ABC stuck its spy-girl
drama·."Alias" on its sister
Family Channel. Yes, the
_show is about a family of
spies, but its heavy emphasis on violence, sex and
. tight leather outfits hardly
seemed appropriate for a
network that still runs Pat
Robertson's "700 Club."
Also last season, News
Corp.'s FX struck a deal to
carry the -serial drama "24"
a few days after it ran on
sister broadcast network
Fox. The deal helped . the
Tony Shalhoub as Adrian Monk
studio that produces "24"
because FX paid about
bigger this season. It will generatly
$150,000 for each episode, and the
go from broadcast TV to cable, but
cable runs didn't seem to hurt the
the lack of original programming
broadcast run. But the ratings were
still grates on cable and satellite · so low that FX couldri 't justify anoperators.:. Viacom Inc.'s MTV just
other season of recycling "24," at
struck a deal with AOL Time
Please turn to Next Page

Jury in California
Burns Philip Morris
The gargantuan $28 billion
punitive-damage award levied
against Philip Morris Cos. by a Los
Angeles jury reflects the failure of
the cigarette maker's new courtroom strategy to overcome California jurors' outrage at the company's past conduct.
The award to 64-year.-old Betty
Bullock, a smoker dying of lung
cancer, was the lar~est to an individual in U.S. history, and the
fourth defeat in a row for Philip
.Morris in California, despite years
of intense effort by the company to
find a successful defense for cases
tried in the state. In this case, the
Please turn to Next Page

Over $46K has been awarded

·to past winners from Flqrida International University,
~arry University, and the University of_Central Florida

Don't miss the application deadline:

November 22, ·2002
. Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - irr print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/Student or call 1-800~975-8602.
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Visit our web site today to: '
Read competition d~tails • . Download the appl_icatiori
Participate in our online i~formati_on chat or si_gn
to attend workshops in Mia_mi, Fl~rida

up

http://www.fiu.edu/-nvc.
Take_ advantage·of this
.competition to CASH INJ ·.

Howard

J.

Leonhardt'" New Venture Challenge
Bringing Innovation to Market

An International Bu~iness Plan Competitioh produced by the.
College of Business·Administration and the College of Engineering at
Florida International University, Miami, Florida. ·
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Popularity of a Pillls Tested
By ANNE MARIE-CRAKER
yn~cologists and college
health services have been
suri)rised by an unusual
number of requests for a
new birth-control pill,
.
called . Yasmin, that patients believe will help them lose-.
or at least not gain-weight.
But there is little solid evidence
that Yasmin has much effect on
weighL And a report in a recent
British medical jolirnal pointing to
worrisome health problems in some
who took the pill has led at least one
college health service not to stock it.
Yasmin has been on the ·u.s.
market since June 2001 and by this
summer ranked eighth in the $2.5
billion oral-contraceptive market.
Unlike other birth-control pills, it
contains a kind of progestin called
drospirenone, which chemically re-

G

•

..

..

women on another oral contracepsembles a diuretic, a substance that
counteracts water retention. Many 1ive. By the end of the-two-year
sttldy, the Yasmin takers came bac_k
women believe birth-control pills
cause bloating and weight gain.
to their original weight. Some reThe FDA, which approved the
searchers say the study was flawed
because nearly one-third of subjects
pill as ~n oral contraceptive ·last
year, prohibits its being marketed
didn't complete it. Still, the com·for any other use. While not overtly
pany includes the data in its materiadvertising Yasmin's weight-loss . als for doctors.
Meanwhile, some medical jour:
effects, Berlex Laboratories, the
pill's maker, has researched the isnals have raised red flags. A June
sue and refers to it obliquely in ads
issue of Medical Letter on Drugs
and Therapeutics, a nonprofit
and on its Web site. That seems to
newsletter, concluded that whether
have been enough to catch the interYasmin "leads to less weight gain
est.of consumers, some doctors and
than with other (oral contracepnurses-and activate the formidatives) is still unclear." And a British
ble fem ale grapevine.
.
Medical Journal articl~ said that
But it remains unclear whether
Dutch doctors reported 40 cases of
there are long-term weight benefits
blood clotting, including two
to Yasmin compared with other
deaths, among women taking Yasbirth-control pills. Another study,
min. Berlex says women on any
conducted in Europe, showed that
birth-control pill have an increased
women . pn Yasmin initially lost
risk for blood clots.
about .a p01md compared with
-

.

Some Repeats Can't Wait

•

Continued from Previous Page ·
channel cut a deal with Touchstone .
least not at that price. Now, the cato make the show. As-part of the
ble channel is trying to negotiate a
deal, USA's sister studio Universal
new, lower price to carry the show.
Television Productions produced
In the case of "Monk," it was
"Monk," but Touchstone got a
stake in the s,how and ABC got the
lucky to find any outlet. The show,
about an obsessive-compulsive deright to recycle episodes.
tective who gets his clues from ·
No one had thought ABC would
dirty shoes and unfinished maniuse the show, but after "Monk" precures, was developed by Disney's
miered in Jiine it qllickly became a
critical and commercial hit. ABC,
Touchstone Television for sister
meanwhile, was struggling. ·
network ABC about four years ago.
· Recently, "Monk," which has
But no one could agree on a cast,
averaged 4.1 million viewers on
and there was debate about
USA, has been averaging 8.3 milwhether the show should be a serilion viewers on ABC. ABC origious drama.or a spoof.
_
nally ·planned to run "Monk" only
Eventually, a USA programduring the summer, but when its
ming executive who had worked at
ill-fated show "Dinotopia" was
ABC showed the script to the brass
deemed not ready for prime time,
at her new employer, and the cable

"Monk" got a Thursday night slot
for the fall. ABC may even make a
bid to buy back its first-.run rights
from USA.
David Kissinger, · president of
Universal TV, says that the additional money ABC pays for its run
of "Monk" allows Universal to produce a more expensive, networkquality show for USA. "It is not
cheap, and it is very helpful to get
some additional revenue to produce the show;" Mr. Kissinger
says.
But that doesn't console the cable and satellite operators. "From
our point of view, you pay to get
great programming in . the first
place," says DirecTV's Mr. Thornton.
·

Join our team

IARN UP TO
814.-DD Hou·r1y1
·full Time • Paid Trainin11
Part Time Hours:
Mid Shift 12-B:30PM ·• Nights 3-fl:OOPM

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
•

lull Time Benefits:
Holidays, Pirsonal Bays • Campany Matchina 4011
Business casual attire -Paid Vacation

Right around the corner from UCf

•

407·313·1381

12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 32828
EOE/DFWP
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In Business and Finance
Continued from Pr({l)ious page
company didn't try to defend its
past conduct b'4-t focused on why
Mrs. Bullock decided to start smoking and why she didn't quit.
The jurors found that Philip "
Morris concealed the health risks
of smoking and was negligent in .
the design of its cigarettes, and
they awarded $850,000 in compensatory damages to Mrs. BuUoc~.
A judge is likely to slash the
punitive award. Under California
law, punitive damages must bear a
"reasonable relationship" to the
compensatory award. Philip Morris said it will appeal' if the trial
judge doesn't overturn the verdict.

SABMiller Tries
To Revive Brand
Three months after London's
South African Breweries PLC
bought Miller Brewing Co., creat·ing the world's No. 2 brewer, it is
redesigning packaging, in~oduc
ing its foreign brands in.the U.S.
and planning to export more ofthe
prosaic Miller overseas.
"The sand in the hourglass is
running out," says Michael Bellas,
chief executive of Beverage Marketing Corp., a beverage consulting firm. Miller's core brand,
Miller Lite, lost sales volume in the
U.S. ·last year as its main rivals
gained. Miller Lite ft:lll 0.8% as Bud
Light climbed 7.8% and Coors Light
rose 1%, according to Beer Marketer's Insights, an industry publication.
Early next year, -SABMiller
PLC, as the combined company is

called, will introduce a redesigned
look aimed at proje~ting a younger
image. The familiar silver fabel is.
being eliminated in favor of a royal
blue. The company says it also will
double the number of Miller Lite
print ads in 2003, and increase
spending on other types of marketing.

Odds & Ends
Bowing to heavy pressure from
business, President Bush signaled
his willingness to launch a historic
intervention to forcibly end the
nine-day West Coast dock dispute
that has backed up billions of dollars of cargo on the Pacific Ocean.
... Former WorldCom Inc. accounting executive Buford Yates Jr.
pleaded guilty to helping carry out
the company's massive accountiilg
fra'ttd, with his lawyer saying that
illegal accounting _entries had been
"approved at the highest levels of _
WorldCom management." It was
unclear whether he had implicated
former WorldCom Chief EXecutive
Bernard J. Ebbers- or other senior ·
managers. Mr. Ebbers has denied
wrongdoing.
By Jay Hershey
How to contact us:
Campus Edition@wsj.com

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• An insider's guide to interviewing for a job in industry
·
• What 2002 grads are earning in
the griin employment market
• The CIA returns to campus seeking scholars and offering funding
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3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifi.eds@UCFfuture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 160

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
tor information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/Pl .
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5'pm or leave voicemail.
Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $-300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin ·females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
' 888-355-0322 Toll Free.

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10
Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For Students,
scholarships, Cust svc/sales conditions
407-862apply. Apply ASAP
8786 4collegework.com

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartending. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females,
couples wanted to audition
for Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.
Promotional Reps. Wanted
Lookir:ig to hire 10-15 outgoing,
motivational ind. PT, set own hrs.
Contact DB Events at 407-926-1846/
staceyucf@bellsouth.net
OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE now hiring
Exp. servers and hostesses on Red
Bug/Tuskawilla. Must be avail.
for Christmas Holidays. Apply
Mon - Thurs. 1-3 or call
407-699-0900 for app.

UCF men's basketball try-outs will
be held on Sat. Oct. 12 at 1 :30 p.m. at
the UCF Arena. For more info.
call 407-823-0129• .
Full Time Leasing Agent needed for
potential long term (;lmployment.
Experience Preferred. Call
407-673-4401 or Fax resume
to 407-998-3787.
DISCOVER THE FORTUNE THAT LIES
HIDDEN IN YOUR COMPUTER. Can
you send E-mail? You can make
BIG$$$! Order plan U1 & get a free
bonus ·p lan!! Send E-mail address &
$3 cash to: AGMI, P.O. Box 4518,
Winter Park, FL 32793-4518.

Put 300 Scientists
to work for you.

Earn $2500-$3500 per week!

TCBY

Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
· No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520 ext 107

30 year-old company seeks Reps.
A REAL Product and Need. Earn
thousands a week on your own time.
Email infinite_income2k2@hotmail.com
w/ contact info & best time to call.

Developers Needed .
Server-side scripting, ASP, HTML,
llS Management/installation, ADODB,
Load Balancing, DNS, & CQM/DCOM.
Flexible Hours, UCF Research Park
Incredible Opportunity
Call 407-207-7433 or
Fax Resume 407-207-7348
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artist for reference poses tor
3-D creation. $10 tor one hou~ of time.
Call John for details 407.253.6163

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.
•PT/FT
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Service/ Sales

(407) 862"78786
www.workforsludents.com

Nanny n·eeded.

Graphic/ Web Designers Needed
Exp. in Photoshop, Illus. Have
great design skills. HTML is a plus
Flexible Hours, UCF Research Park
Incredible Opportunity
Call 407-207-7433or Fax Resume 407-207-7348.

INTERNET MARKETING
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881
Varsity Marketing Group is looking
for Pff commissioned reps to sell
promotional products to
clubs/organizations on campus.
Motivated individuals can earn
$300-$1,000 per week. Send resume
to stephanies@maddeninc.com.

2 wues (1 week):
$9perwk
8 wues (4 weeks):
$8perwk
24 wues (12 weeks): $7perwk
$1 perwk
Bolding:
Large Headline:
$1 per wk
C~s listed above include an ad of
up to.five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk. for each additional line.

'f1mtastic Sams·,

Pff and FIT during holiday's.
Experienced and must drive. Longwood.
· Call 407-925Flexible hrs. $8/hr.
5218.

CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
. ·-EXperienced Stylists-

U(f nuornn

Em AUTOMOTIVE

s10 00 curs

No Coupon .

'93 Infinity. 4/dr. Bose sound system.
Auto, air, extra's. 131k.
Below book. $4,300/obo.
Call 407-353-1946 or 407-366-3733.

m!J

· Required!
Includes Shampoo
and Lite Blow orv
No appoinhnent is

FOR RENT

necessarv!

ATTN: ORLANDO
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters.
No exp. required. Benefits.
For exam, salary and testing info.
call 630-844-0465 x 472. 8am-8pm.

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's
HOTTEST Night Clubs!
$$$PT Hours, FT PAY$$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
~all for interview 407 538 6136

The Country's Best Yogurt needs
PT help. Competitive pay. #1945
Aloma.and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@IJCFfuture.com

Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct.
FREE Food, Paint, Equp. & Buffet.
Call Zac at 407-325-0535 ot
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com
for more info.

For more into. call 1-800-350~8282
or e-mail information300@aol.com.

~:: f!Ym~!Me_ ~~

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

IIiiiJ HELP WANTED lm!J HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED
Interested in Modeling?

3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

Ask about other UCF specials

UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3 Br. up
to 1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT!
Call Ken at Apartment Hunters for
a FREE search! In office, by fax or
e-mail 407-282-0980. ASK FOR KEN.

10691 E. Colonial
(2 Blocks west of Alafaya next to new bowling lanes)

( 407) 380-5626

Avail. immed. Responsible, neat, easy
going female to share 3 bed/ 2 bath
home. 5 min. from UCF. $400 plus 1/3
util. Call Michelle at (407) 671-6815.

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®
CREDIT PROBLEtlS1

HOUSE FOR LEASE
Brand new! 3/2, family room, nice!
$1250/mth., non smokers & no pets.
Call 407-886-8916 or 407-296-0687

Legally remove from your credit report:
~ ·~ I.Cite

Jefferson C9mmons Sublease ASAP!
1b/1 b in 2/2apt. Female. Furnished
bed/living. All utils incl. W/D incl.
$585/mo. Call (561 )261-2334.
Serious female student to rent 1
bedroom. New 3/2. home close to
UCF/Research Park. Bedroom can
be furnished H needed. W/D, cable,
local phone, sec. system incl.
$475 + util. Call (4Q7) 'l.n-2927.
2/1.5 condo. 3/4 mile from UCF.
Air, Ceiling fans, W/D, extra's.
Refurbished, ceramic floors, furnished,
fitness room, club house, ppol,
tennis, ect. No pets/ no smoking.
Water/sewer incl. Only $950/mnth.
Call 407-366-3733 or 407-353-1946.
NS Female w/cat to share 2/2 house
in quiet area off Red Bug Lake. NS
female wanted for pvt bed, bath, 1/2
garage. House furnished, bedroom
not. $450/mo inclu util (not phone
. or cable). 407-312-3264

mil ROOMMATES
Furnished Large Bedroom, w/d, kitchen
available only $425/mo includes utilities.
Great Location in Winter Park. Call 407657-1918 or 321-279-3862

,.,...!s

•Ch.arge.Offs ",,

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
Apartments avail. immediately,
3 blocks from UCF, 1 & 2 bedrooms
avail, starting at $450/mth contact
Amber 321-229-1426

,,

• ft90$.,$$}ons

~#~t~it ,(ard·
D@linqueltdes ,3
·~11u(ent

looRi

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee

Bill Lavender

Regional Representative

Cell: (3521 978-1960
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 {Toll Free)

mil ROOMMATES

EI!I!J

2 roommates needed to fill 3/2 at
River Park Apts. Quiet nghd. with park
access. $370+electric/phone. 5 min
from UCF and Valencia. M/F welcome.
Call 407-273-8805.

Got a paper, project, or exam soon?
Don't let your computer slow you down.
Internet or computer, we can fix it.
CALL John Crutchfield at

SERVICES

Computer Repair & Tune-Up

407-870~9141.

Roommate Needed
Share 4/3 golffront, pool, spa.
Absolutely awesome $500/mth.
Call 407-509-7974

EI!I!J

SERVICES

Student Success-A seminar October 5th and 19th Learn to speed
read, memorize anything, cut study
time in half, really retain what you learn,
& Improve your grades by one full point
or more in less that 60 days if you·
LEARN and USE these techniques.
12 noon-8 Pm Each Day Prepay to
Save 50% or pay $1 oo.oo at the door.
Show College ID and Pay Only $20.00
per day. Private sessions available,
available on audio tape as well.
407-851-0945 or www.HypnoDean.com

CAN YOU MAKE IT
IN THE JOB MARKET?
So you're graduating ... are you
prepared for your job search? Can
you compete in this job market? Do
you know where to find the best
opportunities? what does your resume
say about you? How well do, you ·
interview? Are you prepared to
negotiate tor the salary you deserve?
Could you use a helping hand???
Call BEACON CAREER COUNSELING .
(407-629-8900) and let us help you
gain the competitive edge! We offer
resume development, interview
preparation, job search strategies,
salary negotiations and much much
more. Mention this ad and
receive· a 10% discount!!!

mi]

RETAIL

Room for Rent. House near VCC.
7 mins to UCF. 3bd/2.5ba. Util, dig.
cable, and DSL incld. Ol!iet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female/gay male. 407-761-1270.

• Fun & Eosy Transportation
Room avail. in new 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community, 6 mins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call 239~
461-5101or239-694-9700.

• rmoncitg Avlilalile
•
2yr
un&mited
mileage wcnanty
1
i
• 3 models/ 9 colors
j • Major aedit cards accepted
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Parts - Sales - Servke

Jet Ski Orlando
859~3006

(407)

I

.
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~UDIO/SJEREOPHILES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure
Objects and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts Any Speaker to .
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or
Tile Floors.· www.klE?intechsys.com

•

ml

ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring b~ak prices! South Padre;
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco; Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
·1-888 THINK SUN
. (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
Www.springbreakdiscounts.com

SPRING BREAK ·03 STA TRAVEL

Graves RIC Hobbies 407-294-5699
4814 N OBT 1/4 mi N. of John Young.
Full supply for A/C, car, boat, 20 heli
RTF. 800 kits, 300+ planes. Free
CA Glue w/$1 O purchase w/ad.

-Your-on campus student
Travel agency offers the
LOWEST SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES
To wherever you want to go!
Easy payment plans and flexible
...options. Avoid internet SCl!ms and
below par hotels. Book with the
agency that's been there.
STA Travel- UCF Student Union
407 .541.2000

... .
CAKES DELIVERED!!
Halloween Party Cskes
. Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings
DELIVERED BE"AIJTIFULLY GIFT PACKAGED
WITH PlAltS, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BALLOONS!

Gotta Qrder The CB!ce?
Take the Hassle Out!
Butllln:niam, Chocolate, carrot

Ptes:

Cakes, Huge
Cheesecakes,
Muftlns, Pastries, 'Gourmet
COOkles & Morel

Jewelry

Wednesday,
Oct. 16, 10 am - 4 pm Buy 1, get
15% off second item. Look for
Becky and Scott's
Body .
Jewelry Table at Graduation
Celebration by the UCF Bookstore.

SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by St11dent Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the BEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact. www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.

D

Fitting in Fitness
One hour workshop with our
Registered Dietitian to learn _about
fitness and nutrition for busy UCF
students. Free, including the
smoothies! Thursday, 7 pm, Campus
Wellness Center Classroom 111.
407-823-5841.

&
i

AAand OA
Do you feel like your eating
or drinking habits are getting out
of control? Overeaters Anonymous
meets on Mondays at 5:15 pm
and Alcoholics Anonymous meets
Wednesdays at noon, both in the
UCF Campus Wellness Center
Conference Room: 407-823-5841.

[I]

RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to. study
Part IV ofThe Urantia~ Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit w\Nw.eventodaward.com

ml] ON CAMPUS
Fraternities • Sororities
CJubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraise·r
_ 3 hour fundraising event. Our
prQgrams make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with
the program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at
· (888) 92-3-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

TRAVEL.

s
3

s
s

II
GOT SOMETHING
TO SELL?

GREEKS

ALPAA DELTA Pi
Congratulations to all our new Delta
Sisters. We are so proud of you!
Pi Love, your sisters

f11E
4

Misc.

AMPLIFIERS, .PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCASH. Call 407-363-5363.

Find your someone special now. .

<Ii

•
•

•

Call 1-900-255-2700 x 8829 ..
$2.99 per minute, must be 18 yrs.
Serve-U 619-645-8434

Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com !
Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!.
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends,
earn 2- FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment,
and cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293:: 1445 or email
sales@studentcity.com today!

FUTURE -·

ClASSIFIEIS
(407) 447-4555 .
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Only ~ID!rml··
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Factory M$RP: 25,015
Dealer Discount: 3, 100
Factory Rebate: 4,000
Bring In Any Old
....... Trade, It's-Worth:

%

Nimi"iiUJifUiiiirrii'·ii~

for" 72 months**

Air Conditioning, Automatic
Transmission, 205Hp, V-6, ABS
AM/FM Cassette, Power Windows
& Locks, Privacy Glass, Morel

Only

-

·

~ID!rml ..
~
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lilt!h ..

Factory MSRP: 27, 145
Dealer Discount: 3,200·
Factory Rebate: 4,000
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Worth:

fil:rn ~ Gb I J i rftrfl _
rih:rifn!J. 01J~ID!rml **
il.411633
. 4
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. Air Conditioning,
R: •. Ill .., ;\,,.~ . ,
AM/FM Stereo,
u__ fL ~
and More .
d
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v
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Air Conditioning,
Automatic, Power
Windows, Power Locks,
AM/FM Cassette, CD,
, Power Moonroof

Factory MSRP: 16,655
Dealer Discount: 2,000
Bring In Any Old
Trade, It's Wort~: 2,000
V-6, 4 Spd, Auto, Leather, Air
Conditioning, Cruise Control,
lnfinltl Sound· System, CD Player,
P/Moonroof, Loaded!
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Only OOr::=rt'\ l'.T.'h
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Factory MSRP: 13, 132
:~i~1;1:~~~01~ 1' 700

Trade, It's Worth:
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